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NOTICE.

I have just received the following Journal

from the hand of my esteemed friend Dr.

Parker, with a request that it may find

its way to the Public. I cheerfully comply

with that request ; as any movement in the

portion of the world to which it relates must

be interesting to this country. It is the

first attempt made by a religious party to

enter Japan, since the expulsion of the

Roman Catholics. Though beaten off, that

very circumstance may call for explanations,

which may end in opening a door, long and

obstinately closed, both to the Merchant and

the Missionary.

I have ventured on a few corrections ;

otherwise the Journal is as it reached me.

Andrew Reed.

Hackney, May, 1838.
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EXTRACTS FROM A JOURNAL,

£c. Sfc.

OBJECT OF THE VOYAGE.

Three Japanese, the only survivors of a

junk's crew of fourteen men, landed on

Queen Charlotte's Island, and were captured

by Indians, and afterwards redeemed by an

English gentleman at the Columbia River

settlement, and by him sent to England, and

thence to Macao, where they were under the

direction of H. M. chief Superintendent,

who placed them in the family of the Rev.

C. GutzlafF. Here they were employed in

teaching him their language. Some time in

March 1837, four more of their countrymen,

who had been wrecked on Laconia, arrived
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from Manilla. With the benevolent object

of restoring these shipwrecked mariners to

their country, the house of Olyphant and Co.

despatched the Ship " Morrison," Captain

D. Ingersoll, for Yedo, the residence of the

Emperor of Japan.

PRELIMINARIES OF THE VOYAGE.

Recollecting that European vessels have

been required to give up their guns to the

Japanese while in port, it was resolved to

leave the ship's armament at Lintin, and in

every way to evince a pacific character. As

an additional proof of this, C. W. King, Esq.

a partner of the above firm, was accompanied

by his Lady. Mr. GutzlafF being obliged to

attend H. M. sloop of war " Raleigh," Cap-

tain Quin, to Tok-chow-foo, it was resolved

to make the Great Loo-Choo the place of

rendezvous, and take Mr. G. up as inter-

preter. The high estimation entertained by

the Japanese for foreign medical and surgical

skill, was the occasion of my joining the

expedition as surgeon. Mr. S. W. Williams

went as a naturalist.
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In anticipation of the possible event that

the voyage would succeed, the Japanese we

took back be kindly received, and a trade

with America opened, Mr. K. selected such

a cargo as the brief notice allowed, and

which he thought most saleable in the

Japanese market. A small stock of medi-

cines was also provided, with a supply of

vaccine virus, and a treatise on vaccination by

Doctor Pearson, translated into Chinese by

Sir George Staunton.

EMBARKATION FOR NAPAKEANG.

On the 3rd of July we left Macao, and

went on board the " Morrison," then in the

Roads. At parting, some of our friends

betrayed much solicitude, mingled with good

wishes for our success, and many emphatic

desires for our " safe return."

It being monthly concert, the reflection

was a cordial to our minds, that we embark-

ed when millions were uniting in the prayer

" Thy Kingdom come," and that this expedi-

tion might be conducive to the fulfilment of

the prayer.

b 2
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We experienced calms and light winds for

a few days, succeeded by a storm off Botel

Tobago at the south of Formosa.

On the 11th of July at nine a.m. we saw

the Island Ty-pin-san. It was a favourable

morning for nautical observations, and Mr.

King was desirous to ascertain the true situ-

ation of the Islands. We hoped also to dis-

tribute some Chinese Tracts, and discover

whether the people would allow a missionary

to reside among them ; but a southwest wind

rendered it impracticable to land. The name

Ty-pin-san is Chinese, and signifies great

level mountain. In the interior, it is quite

even. We were not near enough to dis-

tinguish any villages, but we saw forests, and

cleared lands upon the gentle acclivities

of the island. It was on an extensive reef

towards the north, projecting half a league,

that the " Providence," Captain Broughters,

a surveying vessel, was wrecked in 1797. This

island and the whole Madjicosima group are

tributary to Great Loo-Choo. The popula-

tion is unknown. They speak the Loo-Chooan

language. After the loss of his vessel, Cap-
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tain B. and crew were treated with great

hospitality hy the inhabitants of Ty-pin-san,

who supplied their schooner with water and

refreshments to carry them to Macao. We
saw the breakers at a distance, the waves

dashing fiercely over them.

Wednesday, July the 12th, half past eleven

a. m. nine days from Macao, anchored in the

harbour of Napakeang, the principal harbour

on the S. W. of Loo-Choo. Nothing could

exceed the pleasantness of the morning. A
novel and delightful scene presented itself.

The distant appearance was beautiful, but

the nearer view was still more so. As we

approached the island, the sandy beach, and

waters near, were covered with fishermen.

From the shore, the ground rises by gentle

acclivities to high lands of a thousand feet.

The bright shining tombs were seen from

afar, and were at first mistaken for houses.

Barren spots here and there interspersed

the more verdant and apparently cultivated

plateaux. Clusters of pines with dense

foliage, were dispersed over the sides, and

summits of the hills.
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BREAKERS.

The extensive reefs of coral attracted par-

ticular attention. The waters breaking over

them, sent dense clouds of white foam to

the sky, and at the distance of half a mile,

uttered angry voices, as if threatening us with

destruction on a nearer approach. Near

the south-western part of the Island, a

parallelogram of wood extends along the

coast, and some distance into the water.

Several sugar-loaf eminences of lime stone,

form a striking feature of the shore. Some

rise perpendicularly, and at a distance might

be mistaken for trap-rock. Toward the

S. E. shore, is one remarkable for a narrow

defile which we entered as it bore east

from the ship. The immense rock, ap-

parently one hundred feet high, seemed to

have been rent in the middle, and the parts

to be separated twenty or thirty feet. An
amphitheatre half a mile long from S. E. to

N. W. facing the water on the south, and

covered with trees of moderate height, stood

out in bold relief. A large junk, like the

Chinese, had just left the harbour as we
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came in sight of it (bound to Tae-Tow,)

and another was at anchor. Nine Japanese

junks, arranged side by side, were soon point-

ed out to us by the Japanese on board.

PEOPLE ON SHORE.

In a short time the inhabitants assembled

in groups upon the beach, on the lofty emi-

nences, and the house tops, among whom
were men of distinction, and officers of the

place, dressed in long flowing light robes.

We had been anchored several hours

before a boat came off to enquire who we

were or what was our errand.

REFLECTIONS AT ANCHOR WAITING FOR
PERSONS FROM SHORE.

Amid all that is interesting in the face of

nature, and novel to one who has never

visited these seas, the moral condition of

the inhabitants chiefly occupies the mind.

From the dawn of creation, it may be, no

prayer has ascended from them to the God of

heaven ; and no well grounded hope of future

and immortal glory, animated the successive
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generations of those who now slumber in

yonder neat cemeteries, that meet the eye at

every point. Oh ! when shall this distant

island receive the law of God, and be made

happy by the Gospel of Christ ? Great God

!

who hast promised to thy Son, that his King-

dom shall become universal, may it soon

be added to his acknowledged possessions !

So far as we know, several years have elasped

since the last European vessel was seen in

this port. Could we conceive the curiosity

which would be produced if a Japanese

or Chinese Junk should come, some beautiful

morning, unexpectedly, into the harbour of

New York or London, and anchor by the

side of vessels of a totally different con-

struction, containing men of different speech,

complexion and costume ; then might we

imagine something of the curiosity and ad-

miration of this people, unacquainted with

the rest of the world, on beholding a foreign

ship under similar circumstances, appearing

on their shore.

About three p. m. some twenty men,

mostly official characters, came alongside.
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Their first enquiry, on being received on deck

was, " Do you understand Chinese ?" They

then asked whence we came, and what was

our object. That we were Americans and

had come to visit them, was the reply. They

smiled at the idea of our being their guests.

We soon heard a few words of broken

English, and asked if the person who used

them was Anyah ? They replied in the

affirmative. Soon after a second boat arrived,

bringing fresh water, which was very accept-

able. Anyah inquired in his stereotyped

expression, " How many mans 1" " Thirty

eight." " Plenty mans. Have got guns?"

" No war-ship." Evidently all felt a com-

placency on hearing this. He enquired the

length and breadth of the ship, &c. The

natives were much attracted by Mrs. King,

who was seated near her husband, and sub-

jected to a close inspection by all, but with-

out rudeness.

Some refreshments were presented to them,

and received with zest. On seeing repre-

sentations of persons who had been operated

upon for tumors, and one of an amputated
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arm, they expressed surprise, and immediately

asked if the patients recovered. Some sat

down before these paintings, and gazed with

amazement. Having arranged with them

for water and refreshments, they left us in

very good mood, saying they would come

next day and bring them.

FIRST VISIT TO THE SHORE.

Nothing had been said by either party

respecting our landing, a liberty it had been

resolved to take. Accordingly, after dinner,

the pinnace was lowered, and Mr. and Mrs.

King, Mr. Williams, Captain Ingersoll,

and myself, went ashore, upon the sandy

beach contiguous to Abbey's Point, and

remote from the usual landing. People

from the opposite side of the harbour ran im-

mediately through the town, to the place

where we were. We had not proceeded

far, before twenty or thirty natives gather-

ed about us ; men, women, and children at

first, and afterwards officers. Mrs. King was

no less an object of curiosity and attraction

on land, than she had been on ship-board.
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Having proceeded a quarter of a mile into

the country, a female forty or fifty years old,

came from her hovel with a little girl by her

side to see us. Mrs. K. went forward to

meet her and offered her hand. The old

lady embraced it, and looked up with admi-

ration upon her delicate complexion and fine

dress, as compared with her own, regard-

ing her as a being of a superior order ;—an

interesting exhibition of the simplicity of

an untutored native. When Mrs. K. pulled

off her glove, the poor woman uttered an

exclamation, at the contrast of their hands.

Her own were tattooed with dark blue

parallelograms upon the back, corresponding

to the joints of each finger ; a badge of the

married state. In less than an hour, nearly

a dozen petty officers arrived, perspiring and

panting, quite out of breath. We saluted

them heartily, and complied with their

wishes to go in one direction rather than

another, as far as they accorded with our

own. They beckoned us back to the ship.

As our sailors and party were scattered in

different directions, their forces, and also
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the crowd, were divided, some following one

of us and some another, but Mrs. K. had

the greater part. They ran on and stopped

till she came up, so as to look her full in

the face. The chiefs constantly cried out

to the multitude to keep off. There was

no great confusion. About two hundred

people had assembled, when we returned

to the boat. We then rowed along the

beach, passed a fort, and entered the an-

chorage of Japanese junks. The village

was thronged with people of all classes,

flocking together to view the sight. When
we arrived at the upper end of the beach,

we recognized our visitors, who made signs

that we must not proceed. We backed

oars, and came up to them, and saluting

them asked for water. Some of the police

drove back the people, striking them upon

the legs with a rattan.

July 13.— At nine a.m. our official friends

returned, bringing salt, eggs, melons, and

water. They were most desirous to know

when we were going away. We were in-

formed that a ship like ours had arrived,
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and after beating off in the harbour for a

time, had steered to the northwest. The

presumption was that the Raleigh had come

and gone, and we concluded to leave the

port the next day for Yedo. This after-

noon a Japanese junk left for Satzuma,

the southern principality of Japan, freighted

with sugar, the chief export of the island,

amounting according to our informant to

175,000 piculs annually. These junks are

in some respects much more seaworthy than

the Chinese. The model is good, the bows

being quite sharp, and gradually diverging

to midships, then as regularly terminating

sharp astern below water. They were built

of cedar, and not coppered, although there

was plenty of that metal covering the ends

of timbers, and otherwise used for bolts and

ornaments. They have a single mast of

enormous magnitude, being nearly four feet

square, and twenty or thirty high, with a

sharp bend near the top, and supported by

a single stay, fastened forward. They have

only a large sail, and a small square one,

on a temporary foremast, which is removed
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at pleasure. The principal sail is square

and very large, made of coarse cloth. Pieces

of canvass, a yard wide, run perpendicularly,

and are united by small cords, the edges

being six inches apart. The second strip

from each edge is black, except a few feet at

the top and bottom. The long boat is put

athwart ships, in a very awkward manner for

a heavy sea. The rudder is eight or ten

feet square, and the tiller fifteen or twenty

feet long. The sail is raised by a capstan

between decks : and within they are re-

markably neat, being lackered. They have

no figure-head, but a fender, apparently a

cylindrical roll of mats hanging in the usual

position of the figure head. The Junk that

left this afternoon, caught upon a reef of

coral that brought her to, at which the crew

were greatly alarmed. We got into the ship's

boat, rowed around her and took a near view.

On her stern were the copper characters,

^ . pronounced " Ho-zam-ma," the

J^ ' " name of the ship. On each side

of her bows was £% (pin) which signifies
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a " shore." Upon the bows of another junk

was •fa-' and upon a third $S- •

July 14th.—The company went on very

early and landed at the city. Immedi-

ately we were politely invited into a tem-

ple within a fortification, and offered pipes

and tea, &c. but were prohibited from pro-

ceeding to the town. The only thing

particularly noticeable in this temple, was,

that next to the roof, the posts had figures

of human heads carved upon their tops.

We soon returned to our boat, and pro-

ceeded up the estuary. The officers on shore

with open fans, beckoned us earnestly to

return, but perceiving we were not deterred,

a boat was immediately manned, and an

officer came after us ; our European oars,

however, were more than a match for their

paddles, and we advanced up the frith

about two miles, where the water became

too shallow. As we returned, the officer

said we had out-rowed him, and raising

a hearty laugh on both sides, all went off

pleasantly. Leaving the town, we passed

round to a high coral reef, called " Capstan
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rock," upon which are several small temples

within an enclosure. On the door of the

first temple were the characters, y£ =a

" overflowing mercy." Within it -7^ /2»

were images, and representations of Japanese

idols. Upon another temple were

the characters " Im- \J~ __^ _^.

perial protection." ij§^.l2]sj \l
In this were two flying dragons

of brass, upon the altars of which

was the annexed inscription, writ-

ten perpendicularly.* In the same

were images eighteen inches high,

quite Chinese.

Here were coins bear-

ing this inscription.

3

f
Supposing the Raleigh had ar-

rived and gone, we concluded to

get under weigh, but first went

on shore to obtain the tract 011

vaccination, which was lent to an

officer the preceding day.

* (Translation) " In the Autumn of

presented the Five Lords."

How Tatane;
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' Paou Kwaug (Emperor of China), 9th year,

6th moon, beginning of the last decade."
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Captain Ingersoll accompanied me. It

was the most interesting of all our visits.

Our friends met us at the landing place, and

politely conducted us to the Chinese temple,

and in the morning we went to another

appropriated to the Chinese ambassadors. I

took an early opportunity of presenting my
book, and having provided a vial containing

vaccine virus, with suitable lancets, I de-

termined that it should be their fault if they

did not obtain this invaluable modern dis-

covery. Asking for a child to innoculate, I

was told there was none ; and on inquiring for

a physician who might be intrusted with

the business, the people said there was none

present. Soon after, however, an old man

with grey beard flowing from his chin, came

forward with a complete copy of the tract,

having attached pieces of paper to several

characters, which he wished me to explain.

He inquired if children who had cow-pox

were not liable to small-pox in old age, and

was curious to know if the account of the

discovery stated in the tract was true. It

occurred to me that my old friend was a
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physician, an opinion which I still entertain,

though no one informed me. He was much

delighted to receive the virus and the lancets

:

but fearful of mistaking, he wished the spot

for inserting it, to be pointed out upon his

own arm, and also to see the lancets used.

Before the old gentleman was aware, his arm

was innoculated in three places. The sur-

rounding assembly burst into a hearty laugh

to see how the reynard had been taken
;

and the old man perceiving his predicament,

enjoyed the joke with his countrymen. It

was fortunate the Captain was present, for

they had an opportunity of seeing the charac-

ter of the true disease upon his arm, which

had been vaccinated eight days before. The

circular form of the sore, was also shown by

a diagram in the pamphlet, so that he

seemed to understand it fully.

This subject disposed of, the officers in-

troduced their friends for medical advice,

chiefly for cutaneous diseases. I began to

regret that our stay was so short, as I might

have spent the day in attending to the sick.

A few more were prescribed for, and the

c 2
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medicines sent them from the ship. When
we left the temple, a large collection of the

gentry of the city stood at the gate of the

enclosure to see us. They were respectable

looking men, without servility, and manifest-

ed much politeness.

Soon after our return to the " Morrison,"

refreshments came, and we were rejoined by

our official friends, and the man who had

been vaccinated. His interest in some

anatomical plates, and surgical illustrations,

confirmed my impression that he was a

physician. A glance sufficed for others, but

only a minute examination could satisfy him,

nor could he refrain from expressing his high

admiration of them. He resembles Ahe of

Canton—the man who received the art from

the lamented Dr. Pearson. It is devoutly

hoped he may equal him in usefulness by the

same means. The virus that was left with

him, succeeded well with Captain Ingersoll

:

it is therefore reasonable to expect that be-

fore this, it has been effectually transplanted

among the thousands of the Great Loo-

Choo, and as this is one of the Japanese
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dependencies, and the intercourse with

Satzuma direct, there is reason to believe,

though we failed of introducing it at Yedo,

that it will still be conveyed to Japan from

Loo-Choo.

DESCRIPTION OF NAPAKEANG.

Amongst the prominent features of the city

and country, Abbey's Point may first be

mentioned. It forms the S. W. boundary,

and is a high coral reef, extending a quarter

of a mile or more into the sea. From this a

long coral and sandy beach proceeds in a

gentle curve towards the entrance of the

estuary that passes through the town.

FORTIFICATIONS.

There are two fortifications situated at the

entrance of the frith, built of coral stones.

Not a specimen of granite did I see in the

place. The largest on the right, is about

one hundred feet square, fifteen feet high,

four feet thick at the base, and two at the

top. It has small forts high up, but neither

guns nor men. That on the left is formed by
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a high coral bluff, which overhangs the

water. A slight addition has been made to

it by art, facing its rugged edges, and filling

up some chasms. On the estuary a little

beyond the town, is a similar fortress to the

right. A short reef stretches out from the

second of these fortifications, and the bay

sinks back into the land. Upon an elevation

near the shore, is a neat and extensive

cemetery in Chinese style, with several small

buildings ten feet square, and as many high,

which are also repositories of the dead. The

reflection of the sun upon these tombs at

mid-day, presents a brilliant appearance.

The next object of interest on the left, is

a coral eminence, called Capstan Rock, by

Captain Hall. It is one hundred feet high,

and overhangs the water. It is a perfect

precipice, and worn away at the base six or

eight feet, by the long dashing of the surges

against it, which have formed a cavern ten or

fifteen feet deep, and so high as to permit a

man to stand nearly erect. A low wall of

coral forms a square enclosure upon its top,

within which are the temples of Overflowing
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Mercy, and Imperial Protection, already

mentioned. In the rear of this, is another

cemetery, apparently more extensive than the

former. At some distance to the N. W. is a

similarbutless symmetrical eminence, without

buildings or walls. A little farther in the

same direction, is the village Po-tsoong, the

most remarkable feature of which, is a neat

arched bridge of coral. From this to the

ocean, there are high hills and numerous

lime-stone rocks and caverns, in a few of

which were human remains. Behind the

places described, are villages, cultivated fields

and gentle acclivities. The landscape scenery

of Loo-Choo is peculiar, but has no claim

to beauty. The neat " whited sepulchres"

every where meet the eye, and the pitch-pines

here and there lift their familiar heads above

hills and dales. In numerous places foot-

paths wind their serpentine courses up the

steep ascent. The Loo-Choo palm, a spe-

cies of pandanus, gives to the country the

appearance of verdure and luxuriance, but

a nearer view dissipates the charm, and
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what was deemed so pleasant is found to be

a general nuisance.

INHABITANTS.

The aborigines of the islands, the true

Loo-Chooans, are of a light dull copper

color : some of the young men were fair.

Their hair, uniformly black, is not so smooth

and straight as that of the Chinese ; their

eyes are usually of a dark grey. They are

not generally stout or corpulent, and are

below a medium stature. Gentleness, and

simplicity characterized them all. Amongst

the aged, there were some that would not

be distinguished from Malays, had they been

seen in a Malayan country. These, who

would seem to be aborigines, were the most

numerous, but a stranger could not fail to

recognize a mixed populace. The division of

the Chinese, into the descendants of Han and

the Mantchourians, is not more apparent,

than the distinction between Loo-Chooans,

Tatars, and Japanese. The subordination

in which the people are held by their foreign
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rulers, is also similar to what obtains in

China.

FOREIGN POPULATION OF LOO-CHOO.

This class comprises the officers, from the

highest to the lowest grade, both Chinese

and Japanese. We immediately recognized

the striking resemblance of the Chinese to

the Tatars, in their long black beard, and

mustachios, dark eyes, and jet black hair.

They have conformed to the customs of the

Loo-Chooans.

FEMALES.

The females here, as in all heathen

countries, are depressed. All those we saw

appeared to be Loo-Chooans. Not a female

was seen who resembled the Tatar ladies of

China. They are fully equal to the men in

stature, and were generally very tidy. In

the neighbourhood of Capstan-Rock, we

saw the greatest number, and some of them

would not suffer by a comparison with the

Amazons of antiquity. They carry their

children, not like the Chinese, upon their
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backs, but upon the hip. The women were

treated with more severity by the petty offi-

cers, than the men.

DRESS.

Both men and women generally wear a

long gown with large sleeves, secured by

a belt about the waist, and open at the neck.

The dress of some of the females was precise-

ly that of the Malay women of Singapore,

consisting of a single long flowing robe,

wrapped round them like a surtout.

Anyah and some of the officers had two

gowns. Very few wear stockings ; the

sandals, like the Japanese, are made of

straw, consisting of a sole, and a loop that

passes over the foot, with a division to re-

ceive the great toe. Their handkerchiefs

consist of a fold of soft brown paper, seven

or eight inches square. When they have

occasion to use one of them, which they

frequently do, they take out the fold and select

a single sheet, which they open and hold in

both hands. They cover their face and eyes,

and having used it, throw it upon the mat.
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These mats are made of rushes and are soft

like a cushion, convenient either to sit or

sleep upon. I did not see a chair or stool in

Loo-Choo. The hair of the men is uni-

formly of its natural length, oiled and done

up on the top of the head, and secured with

a string, and two metallic pins ; one pin is

six inches long, and the point three inches

square, the remainder being round, with a

head resembling a star ; the other is rather

longer and pointed at one end, with a scoop

at the other. Many of the people were

barefoot, but their eagerness to see the whites

was such, that even mothers with their little

children ran barefooted over the sharp corals,

which were very uncomfortable to us though

we had shoes.

HOUSES.

The buildings were generally very poor,

some of them not equal to an European sheep-

cote. Many do not exceed ten feet square,

and six or seven feet high. The sides are

made of thatched straw, which also consti-

tutes their bed. Some houses were sur-
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rounded by a low wall of coral stone.

Others had four stone pillars, one at each

corner, with tiled roofs terminating in a

point. The whole house contained but one

room, without doors, windows, or fire place.

The buildings in the city were very small, and

usually had tiled roofs. Some of the temples

were rude buildings, with bamboo enclosures.

I noticed at one of them that the roof was

composed, first of a layer of straight small

bamboo, half an inch diameter, upon which

was a layer of gravel, aud tiles over all. Far

greater attention has been paid to the abodes

of the dead, than to the habitations of the

living, or the temples of their gods. Admit-

ting their views of the future to be correct,

they manifest in their care for the dead, a

wisdom superior to those, who having a reve-

lation of the future, and its infinitely greater

importance, bestow their chief care upon their

houses and persons.

All that can be said of their origin, till

we acquire their language, and know their

history and traditions, is conjectural. My
own impression is, that they have the same
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origin with those who inhabit the islands

of the Indian Archipelago. They have in-

termarried with Chinese and Japanese, and

the island was conquered by the prince of

Satzuma; but the influence of schoolmasters,

and other emigrants from China, in the reign

of Keung-Hu, gave the Chinese the advan-

tage in Loo-Choo. There were a few in

office, who were probably born in Japan,

but they have adopted the customs of the

country in which they reside. Some of these

were daily on board the " Morrison," and

were unwearied in plying the Japanese with

questions, requesting them to write the name

of Macao, Canton, &c.

LANGUAGE.

The court dialect of China is spoken,

read, and written with tolerable facility by

the officers, though not one of the plebeians

know a Chinese character. The language

of the country is similar to the Japanese.

But I noticed, when a Loo-Chooan wished

to converse with the men on board, they

called a Japanese resident to interpret, though
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they could imperfectly understand each other.

Mr. Gutzlaff remarked, that the difference

in the two dialects of Loo-Choo and Japan,

is similar to that between high and low

Dutch.

In some books in a temple were the

Chinese character, and others resembling the

Katta Kanna of the Japanese.

Rice, sugar, millet, melons and synushes,

sweet potatoes, and the egg plant, were the

principal productions. Scarcely a dog, cat,

or animal of any kind was seen, except one

cow grazing upon the hills, and a few pigs

and goats that were given us. Mr. Gutzlaff

saw a number of small horses, that had just

come down with sugar from the mountains

of the interior, the day after we were on

shove. They said they had no bullocks, but

such as were used in agriculture, and being

very poor at this season, they were not fit to

eat. The Raleigh, which was in more need

of provisions, succeeded in obtaining three

or four small ones. The water is excellent.

The country does not abound in natural

curiosities ; only a few shells, of inferior
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quality, insects, plants, &c. were collected.

The Loo-Chooans are a poor people, ignorant

of the luxuries of life and the refinements of

civilized society.

DISEASES, REMEDIAL AGENTS, &C.

Our limited stay did not admit of extensive

inquiries upon any subject. We were all

surprised at the healthy appearance of the

Loo-Chooans, especially their eyes, when

compared with what some of us had seen in

China. A few cases of lipitudo, eutropia,

leucoma, hypertrophy, and staphyloma of

the eye, came under notice ; also cutaneous

diseases, and scabies ichthyosis and stone
;

and the day before I left, I was invited by

one of the officers to visit a Mandarin, who

from his representations, probably had

cataract. But our time did not permit me

to see him. The small-pox is very common
;

another fearful disease, the scourge of all

nations, prevails here, and is called "the

fire of best." Leprosy is also known by

them.

They said they had cinnabar, garlick,
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glaubers salts, iron, mercury, treacle, moxa,

opium, rhubarb, sulphur and saltpetre. When
opium was mentioned, the assembly express-

ed their disapprobation of it, and enquired if

I had it, and if we thought it good? They

were satisfied when told it was good as a

medicine.

CANOES.

Their canoes were three or four feet wide,

and fifteen or twenty long. They are small,

and rowed by three persons, one at each

end, and the third in the centre. They have

a small sail to run before the wind on an

even sea, though small paddles are chiefly

used, oars being unknown. A singular

apparatus of straw, a kind of slow match,

three inches diameter, furnishes them with

fire. Some of the coasting craft resemble a

Malay prahu, and the sails are made of reeds

or rushes.

POLICY OF GOVERNMENT.

The Loo-Chooans have always refused, as

far as possible, to furnish information respect-
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ing their country and laws. They cheerfully

provide the vessels of foreigners with such

refreshments as they can afford, but will

receive no remuneration. They say they

have no money, and therefore need none.

This policy is probably adopted to show

their unwillingness to have their harbour a

rendezvous of foreigners.

REFLECTIONS ON LEAVING LOO-CHOO.

Although the narrative of Captain Hall

gives an erroneous view of the Great Loo-

Choo, all who have visited it, will readily

pardon his extravagant and glowing descrip-

tions. The simplicity and urbanity of the

people were very attractive. Never have I

seen an uncivilized people for whom I felt

such a sympathy ; and thrice happy will be

the man who shall reside there, and impart

to them the Gospel. Cheerfully might he

relinquish, if necessary, all connection with

friends and home, could he, without op-

position, settle there to acquire their lan-

guage, and teach them the religion of

Christ. As we were several times sur-
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rounded by hundreds, looking at us with

the greatest eagerness and curiosity, I felt

an irrepressible desire to address them, and

invite them to Him who is meek and lowly in

heart.

Mr. Gutzlaff is of opinion that a mission

may be established here immediately, but

he thinks that the missionary should be a

physician. There need be no fear of violence

from the people. The worst to be apprehended

is transportation to China.

APPROACH TO JAPAN.

July 29th. At half past four p. m. descryed

land, and at six a. m. Cape Too-to-my bore

north, twelve miles distant. This land is

elevated about one hundred or two hundred

feet above the ocean. The southern point

terminates in a bluff of an angle of 90°. It

was immediately recognised by the Japanese.

In an hour after, we discovered the island

Du Volcan, bearing E. by N. and soon after,

the two small islands, Brochen Islands and

Nissima, in a range from S. W. to N. E.

These are extinct volcanoes. At ten a. m.
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we approached within twelve or fourteen

miles of Cape Yezou, the most southern

point of the main land. The land rises by

abrupt knolls, revealing hill beyond hill, and

each file rising a little above the one to the

south of it, till, at the distance of forty miles

in the interior, the cloud and snow-capped

summit of mount Feesi, the loftiest eminence

of Japan, rears its majestic head. The sea

appears navigable very near to the shore, as

there was a fleet of fifty or sixty junks, close

in, bound toward Too-to-my. The face of the

country wears an aspect of fertility ; some of

the hills are nearly perpendicular, and their

denuded declivities descend to the water.

Some forests were seen between the moun-

tains.

A fresh breeze from the north-east opposed

our entrance into the bay of Yedo, but with

the tide and a strong current favouring us

we made progress against it, and at half past

three p. m. approached within half a mile of

Cape Yezou. The shore is very bold, and the

high ledges of rocks can scarcely be ascended

at some points. We were not sufficiently

d 2
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near to determine the geological character of

the country. There were immense ledges

of dark coloured rocks, with fissures separat-

ing them into large cubes. Some resemble

sand-stone, and some granite, that has been

pelted by the storms for ages. Horizontal

seams divided the former into layers several

feet thick in parallel curves. Some were

evidently of volcanic origin. Detached rocks

of conical figure, were common appen-

dages of the main islands; the larger ones

we passed stood like centinels about the

citadel. Some are nearly one hundred feet

high. Verdant fields extend along the coast;

forests of small firs, rows of single trees, and

arbours, gave an agreeable variety to the

landscape. Narrow ravines were occupied

by terrace cultivation. A small village bor-

dering upon the bay, was apparent soon

after we passed the cape. At half past four

p.m. Mount Feesi bore N. W. and the clouds

having passed off, revealed the snow upon its

sloping sides. The whole summit from this

view, was exactly the shape of the roof of a

temple, sloping on four sides, but longer than
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broad, and as even as a roof of slate. Our

sensations had suggested that we were in the

neighbourhood of snow, before it was visible.

It was so cold as to render a coat very

comfortable, though the mercury stood at

772°. A change in eight-and-forty hours

from 84°, rendered the contrast very per-

ceptible. The mountain is estimated to be

ten or twelve thousand feet high. As this

was at mid-summer, we inferred that the

snow is perpetual.

FEELINGS OF THE JAPANESE.

The seven men were greatly delighted once

more to behold their native shores. They

sat upon the bow-sprit, and eagerly gazed

upon their " father land," bursting into

expressions of fresh delight, as they recog-

nized headlands, islands, and mountains

familiar to them. Doubtless their spirits

were much elated at the thought, that they

might soon be restored to those who were

dearest to them on earth, and from whom
they had been separated so long. That this

might not be an imaginary joy, and in a few
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days exchanged for the sorrows of cruelty and

confinement in prison, was the silent wish

of every heart. However that might be,

they fully expected a kind reception. On
approaching Japan, my mind naturally

reverted to the tragic scenes, which had

been performed there. There thousands of

the converts to popish Christianity suffered

the most cruel martyrdom, in consequence of

the avaricious policy of the Jesuits. That

there were some among the first propagators

of the Gospel, who went to their reward on

high, such as Francis Xavier, I am inclined

to think ; but others, if they ever knew the

truth, became sad apostates. Who can with-

hold a tear, when he considers what Japan

is, and what she might have been? Had
pure Christianity been first introduced, the

Gospel of the Redeemer might now perhaps

be enjoyed not only in Japan, but in China,

and throughout the eastern world. But now
an incalculable prejudice, even downright

enmity to the cross, is to be overcome, before

the people of the East will listen to the

ambassador of Heaven.
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How delightful to ponder upon the untold

blessings that had been enjoyed here instead

of anarchy and heathenism, if the church of

Christ had done her duty. What happy

families ! What triumphant death-beds had

taken the place of legalized suicides ! What

numerous sanctuaries ! What communica-

tions between heaven and Japan ! Those

young persons so frequently mentioned by

Koemfer, who made a profession of sin, had

been virtuous daughters and sisters on earth,

heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ in

heaven. sin, what hast thou done 1

BAY OF YEDO.

July 30th. Early this morning we made

Cape Ligami bearing north. The head

winds still continued, accompanied with rain.

There were but few junks to be seen, and

those near land. Small fishing-boats sur-

rounded us far out in the bay. We were

reminded of the Pearl river in China above

the Bogue ; here as well as there, we are

land-locked on every side. There are six or

seven persons in each boat, often consisting
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of men, women and children. The people

do not appear shy. Two or three men made

signs to us, and pointed towards the capital.

Under circumstances like ours, the imagina-

tion is alert, to conceive the import of these

gestures. Perhaps it was a token of a

welcome reception, and a desire that we

should proceed to the capital.

ARRIVAL AT OURA-GAWA, AND VIOLENT
REPULSION.

At eleven o'clock a.m. we heard cannons,

and supposed it to be a signal for the capital,

that a foreign ship had arrived. The heavy

fogs and clouds that hung over the land,

prevented our seeing the place of firing.

We continued beating up for the harbour that

the Japanese had pointed out to us as safe,

and but eighteen or twenty leagues from

Yedo. At length the weather became fair,

and we saw the fortifications at the south of

Oura-gawa, with the smoke of the cannon

;

and soon after, to our discomfiture, the balls

falling into the water half a league distant.

Captain Ingersoll immediately made for the
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land on the west, one or two miles south of

the fort : and finding eight or ten fathoms,

anchored at about two o'clock p.m.

We had been at anchor but a short time,

before fishing-boats came to us from all parts

of the harbour. The people were very timid

at first, but gradually approached as we

beckoned them to the gangway. A second

boat came along side, and an old man of

sixty came on board, crouching servilely.

As he led the way, the deck was soon

covered with natives : some of them carefully

surveyed the magnitude of the vessel, and

stood aghast as they looked up to the top

of the masts. They were invited into the

round house, where Mr. and Mrs. King were

sitting, but manifested no great curiosity at

the sight of a foreign lady. They were

treated with some sweet wine and other

refreshments. Whatever they received, they

carried to their foreheads and made a low

bow. Few cared for the wine, but the ship's

bread was seized with avidity. A father

having taken a piece, went to the boat and

brought up his little girl, twelve years old, to
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receive another. All, Athenian-like, were

eager for some curiosity, but were reluctant

to impart of their own, e. g. pipes, fans, &c.

Mr. Williams obtained a writing appa-

ratus, consisting of a few hair pencils in a

brass sheath, worn by the side, the only

trinket they would give. A man with severe

rheumatism, another with lippitudo, and

others who had cutaneous diseases, were

prescribed for, and one requested the extrac-

tion of a molar tooth.

About fifteen boats came off in the course

of the afternoon, and more were starting

when a squall prevented. We are not

aware, that any official character was on

board. A boat full of men, perhaps twenty

in all, came from the direction of the port.

At a little distance they took down their

sail, and rowed around the " Morrison," but

would not approach, though we did all we

could to induce them. They were probably

spies from Oura-gawa. Cards were dis-

tributed in Chinese among the more influ-

ential, requesting that an officer might come

on board. A few were also written in
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Japanese by Mr. Gutzlaff, stating the name
of our country, and wishing to have our com-

munications forwarded to the Emperor, that

he might be the first to know our errand : we
thought it best to give no intimation to the

people, and with this view the Japanese we
had with us, went between decks, and did

not communicate with their countrymen.

DESCRIPTION OF THE JAPANESE AT
OURA-GAWA.

The same healthy appearance characterized

the Japanese, as the Loo-Chooans. They

are above the common stature of Chinese or

Europeans. Their complexion much fairer

than the Chinese, their hair long and black,

neatly combed back on the sides of the

head, and tied in a tuft on the crown. Phren-

ologically speaking, they had fine heads.

The facial angle is large ; they have high and

broad foreheads, and the " cincipital region"

is very high and capacious. Their muscles

were full, giving them an athletic appearance.

Their deportment was affable. They bore

marks of poverty, some of them of extreme

penury.
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DRESS.

A part of the men and boys had no

covering, with the exception of a strip of

cloth. Others had a flowing quilted gar-

ment, many of which were in tatters. Some

had a figured calico wrapper. The better

class were dressed in long flowing tunics,

open at the neck, and bound about the waist

with a sash. The cloth was of a coarse

texture, and checked in squares of an inch

;

some were striped and others sprigged calico.

Hats of bamboo were like the Chinese.

DRESS OF FEMALES.

In two or three boats were females, but so

concealed in their husky habits, as not to be

recognized at first, from the mats or sails.

On opening an umbrella, their curiosity was

so excited, that they quite forgot themselves,

and lifted up their heads to gaze with the

rest. They were covered with mats resem-

bling the rain dress of the Chinese boatmen,

and wore large bamboo hats, with broad

brims. These females were fairer than the

men, their teeth black, like those of the Malay
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females, who chew betel and chunam. Two
of them had bloated countenances, and

double chins, and their manner of tying the

hat-string under the lower lip, gave a gross

appearance to the cheeks and neck. Among
them was a pretty lass, of perhaps fourteen

years of age. What a change would there

be in her future character and prospects,

could she be transferred from the society in

which she lives, to some Sabbath-school in

England or America !

BOATS.

The Japanese boats are generally twenty

or thirty feet long, and six or eight wide ; the

bows are very sharp. The Japanese sculler

is particularly noticeable ; instead of a single

one like the Chinese, they have four, and

often six. They are ten or fifteen feet long,

and rest upon a fulcrum on the sides of the

boat. They are made of two pieces, spliced

together in the middle, forming an obtuse

angle, at which the skull rests upon the

pivot.
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BUOYS.

The bay was speckled with the buoys of

fishing nets, a few fathoms apart. These

consisted of two cross pieces of bamboo, one

perpendicular, to the bottom of which the

net was attached, and upon its top, which

extended three feet above the water, a small

network cap was fixed, to render it visible

at a distance ; the transverse piece lying upon

the water. After the squall had passed, and

the last of our visitors had gone, all was

quiet, and we fondly hoped our papers might

reach head-quarters, and that an officer

would wait on us next morning.

THE MORRISON FIRED UPON.

July 31st. At six a.m. the delusion in

which we had reposed the last evening, was

soon broken up. Instead of going early on

shore as had been determined, we were look-

ing about us for personal safety. During

the night cannon had been brought from

the fort and planted on the opposite shore,

whence they commenced firing, as soon as

they could well see the ship. Captain
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Ingersoll gave orders to weigh anchor im-

mediately, presuming they would be satisfied

when they saw us getting under weigh. A
white flag was hoisted to no purpose ; they

fired faster than before. Unaccustomed to

hear the sound of cannon-balls, being our-

selves the target, the effect upon the nervous

system, may be more easily conceived than

described. It was a moment never to be

forgotten. The balls whizzed fiercely around

us, and fell in the water a few lengths of the

ship. Most of them passed over and beyond

us, but one of them perforated a port about

midship, pierced two deck planks, glanced,

and passed through the thick side of the

long boat, and rebounded into the water.

Several men were at the ropes just abaft the

port, and two of the Japanese passengers

stood only a few feet from the place where it

struck the boat. All was calm and collected

on the part of the officers and men. Whilst

working the windlass, a ball passed in a

range with the men, so near, that they felt

the wind of it distinctly : had they not hap-

pened at that moment to fall back upon their
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levers, it might have disabled or killed many

of them. When the anchor was home, and

the vessel under sail, a ball was shot over us

well aimed to carry away our masts : it was

a few feet to the larboard. But we were

mercifully delivered from this hostility. A
momentary panic ensued as the Captain

exclaimed, "We are becalmed!"— It was

only for a moment, however, for all sails were

soon full, and the shore rapidly receded. As

we were escaping the reach of the guns on

shore, a few rounds from a boat anchored in

the direction of the fort, were fired upon us;

and in a little time, three gunboats bore

down upon us, pursuing us to sea. Im-

mediately on getting out of the harbour, we

found the sea running very high, and the

wind blowing hard. No longer in fear of our

pursuers, the sails were rounded and the ship

hove to. Before we left the harbour, we had

thrown overboard a canvass, upon which was

written in Chinese, a desire for an officer and

a request for water. Seeing it taken up by

fishermen, we waited for the government

boats to come up, but in vain ; their determi-
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nation not to communicate with us, was not

to be shaken. In this dilemma our only

alternative was to put to sea.

We were of opinion, that the Japanese had

made some improvements in the art of war,

since the time of Krusenstern, who says they

take out their breech-pins to load their can-

non. There did not seem to be that delay in

charging on this occasion; they fired rapidly,

and had they European powder, might have

done us much injury.

FEELINGS OF THE JAPANESE ON BEING
DRIVEN FROM THEIR NATIVE SHORES.

It is difficult to say which preponderated,

the disappointment of our Japanese, or their

indignation that Mr. King and Mr. Gutzlaff,

who had been so kind to them, should be

thus treated. They called it brutal, and

wished they had an opportunity to inform

the Emperor of the baseness of the officers

of the station, that they might be executed.

However they dared not to go on shore ; they

said it would be certain death to them. A
spectacle was presented, that might move

E
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the hardest heart. The joy and hilarity of

the preceding days, when they saw their

native hills and waters, their mingled sensa-

tions of pleasure, hope, and uncertainty at

the thought of seeing their parents and

friends, were exchanged for the melancholy

prospect of exile in foreign lands. Their

countenances fell ; they were dumb ; their

feelings inexpressible, and to all but them-

selves, unknown. Ewaketchy, after the first

shock, said, could he only see his parents

once more, that they might know his fortune

and that of his companions, he would then

in the manner of his country, do the suicidal

deed, and rip open his own abdomen. All

requested to be carried back with us, unless

their safety could be secured at Loo-Choo.

It was the general opinion, that they were

mistaken in supposing that all the blame

attached to the officers of the fort. As

Yedo is only twenty leagues distant, and

eighteen hours had elasped from the firing

of the first guns, the alarm had no doubt

reached the residence of the Djoguon, and

that officers had been despatched with the
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imperial orders ; the presumption is, that

the repulsion we received was with his

sanction.

THE MORRISON LEAVES OURA-GAWA FOR A

SOUTHREN PORT.

Unwilling to adandon his undertaking

with a single rebuff, Mr. King determined to

steer for some port upon the southern coast.

He first fixed upon Toba, a city on the east

of Sima, in N. Lat.34° 20", E. Long. 137° 10",

but the wind was too strong, and headed us

off. He next fixed upon Legu, a city of Kino,

situated on the east of the southern extremity

of Nipon, in N. Lat. 33° 37" E. Long. 136°,

but here again adverse winds prevented. It

was then resolved to sail for Satzuma, and,

as a dernier resort, to go to Nagasaki.

The wind with which we left the bay of

Yedo on the 31st July, continued three days,

in which time, three-fourths of the distance

was made to Satzuma. Then calms and

currents checked our progress. One day

the ship passed through the water one hun-

dred and seventeen miles, and a current sent

E 2
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her back seventy-four miles. After this,

light winds left us to the mercy of head-

currents, and we were five days in making

seventy five miles on our course. Early on

the 8th August, made the land-fall of Kinsin

bearing W., and our course being S. W.

Near Cape Yeygog, Japanese junks were

again seen under the lee of the shore.

"whale peed."

At noon we saw immense banks of what

is called "Whale feed." It had the ap-

pearance in the water of coagulated blood.

The banks of it, eight or ten feet wide, ex-

tended a mile in length. A bucket of it was

taken upon deck, and it was found to consist

of spawn. The eggs, as seen through a micro-

scope, were two lines diameter. At three p. m.

came close into the shore, numerous fishing

boats were in sight, but none ventured to

approach. We were reminded that we still

bordered on Japan, a multitude of conical

rocks, fifty or an hundred feet high, every

where skirting the shore. At length two

boats came within speaking distance ; they
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said they belonged to Satzuma, and pointed

us to good anchorage just inland. In the

evening several fires were seen at Miu-Oura,

a few miles south of Cape D'Anville.

August 9th.—We passed Cape Nagaeff in

the night; and in the morning sailed gently

along the coast of Os-row-mi, about two

miles from shore, having Cape Tschitschagoff

on the N. E. and Tanega-sima, a long level

island, invaluable for its forests, on the

S. E. There were no villages visible upon

the coast, nor fishing boats. The shore is

less bold than usual for Japan. A casual

observer might pronounce the hills to be

clothed with the richest verdure. A tolerably

even range of mountains run parallel with

the coast. The summits, to some consider-

able distance down the declivity, are covered

with green sward, and resemble pastures

closely fed, and they are as smooth as the

new-shom lamb, no stones or hillocks being

visible upon them. The most interesting

features of the landscape, were the long and

gently excavated ravines, covered by a dense

and deeply verdant coppice. These glens
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seemed too dense to be passable, even to a

sportsman, and were as even as a hawthorn

hedge just clipped. The summits are pro-

bably too sterile for cultivation, as the jungle

extends up every inch where there is sufficient

soil for trees to grow.

While noting the above, the whole range

of mountains became fleeced with thunder

clouds, which came quite down to the water,

and entirely concealed the scenery. At the

same time Tanega-sima formed the base of

an immense thunder cloud also, ascending

to an angle of 45°.

At one p.m. Cape Tschitchagoff was so

near, as to enable us to see the inclinations

of the stratified rocks. The inclination was

to the S. E. at an angle of 40° apparently.

During the afternoon, we had a gentle and

favourable breeze till near sunset, when it

subsided. The man at mast-head reported

breakers to the N. W. It was a singular

illusion, there being a perfect calm at the

place, and a little undulation from the tide,

the twilight reflection upon the water, gave

it the appearance of breakers. From sailing
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two or three knots, we were suddenly be-

calmed ; the water resembled a molten look-

ing glass, in which the picturesque landscape

was reflected, like some beautiful copse upon

a still lake. Immediately after there came

in a swell of the sea from the S. W. It was

the full tide rolling majestically, and much

to our delight it was accompanied by a

favourable breeze, that enabled the ship to

become manageable, and to lay on her

course. Otherwise she was liable to drift

ashore. During the evening only one fire

was seen on the land.

August 10th. At three a.m. arrived at

the entrance of Kago-sima bay and lay to

till morning, when a few boats sculled along

the shore, and others sailed up the bay. The

gig was lowered, and with an officer and four

men, two of the Japanese went on shore to

obtain a pilot, ascertain respecting the place,

and return in the boat. Instead of this they

got into the first boat they reached, the

officer being told they would go up to the

nearest village, obtain more men to row their

boat, and that they would then return to the
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ship. We stood up the bay till we came

opposite the village. At eight a.m. saw the

natives assembled on the beach, and a boat

full of men coming off, among whom, to our

agreeable surprize, we saw the two Japanese

in European dress. As the boat came near,

we recognized one, with sword and sabre at

his side. He was an officer, a middle-aged

man, who carefully maintained his dignity,

scarcely noticing the ship, or betraying any

curiosity. He was obliging, and had brought

a pilot to conduct us to a temporary anchor-

age, until communication could be had with

higher authorities, when they would conduct

us to a safe harbour. He said the country

belonged to the prince of Satzuma, and that

a boat had already been despatched to

Kago-sima. He took Mr. King's despatches

for the Prince, including those prepared for

the Emperor ofYedo, and said a return would

be received in three days. At two p.m. an

officer returned the communications delivered

in the morning, which we hoped had been

forwarded to Kago-sima, the capital of

Satzuma, saying a messenger had been
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despatched to the prince, that a high officer

would visit us the next day, and that he had

brought another pilot to conduct us to a

harbour for the night. This officer, about

fifty years old, was so sea-sick that he did

not come on board, but cheerfully accepted

some medicines for his sickness. Two boats

with large cisterns of water were sent off im-

mediately, but a squall prevented our taking

it in. Fruits, &c. were to come the next day,

though a recent famine in Japan had rendered

all provisions scarce. The people informed

our Japanese, that in the seventh month of

the last year (July 1836) they had a gale

of thirteen days, destroying all their crops.

Ewaketchy went ashore, and said he was

received with as much hospitality by the

magistrate, as he could be by his own family.

He attributed our failure at Yedo, to not

letting him and his companions communicate

with their countrymen. The second officer

of the ship having surveyed the anchorage to

which we were conducted on the west side of

the bay, found sand bottom and five fathoms

water, as he judged, one mile from the shore,
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and ten fathoms at two miles : as night was

approaching, it was our best alternative to

anchor. The Japanese were told, in conversa-

tion with their countrymen, that the empire

was in a state of general rebellion. That

decapitation was the order of the day at

Yedo, and that Osacca, the third city of

Japan, had been nearly reduced to ashes by

the insurgents. Doubtless there must be

some foundation for these statements. They

seem to have been given as ordinary news to

those who, having been absent some years,

wished to know the condition of their country.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENERY AT THE
ENTRANCE OF THE BAY OF KAGO-SIMA.

The entrance to the bay of Kago-sima

affords a rich repast to the lover of natural

scenery, who appreciates

" the boundless store

Of charms, which nature to her votary yields
;

The warbling woodland, the resounding shore,

The pomp of groves, and garniture of fields."

Probably there is not a more beautiful moun-

tain in the world than Orimon, named Peak
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Homer, by Krusenstern. It is a regular

cone, the diameter of whose base is from

three to six miles, and its height half a mile.

The fleecy clouds rested softly upon its apex.

It was covered to the very summit with the

most verdant shrubbery of fir or pine : and

from its base far up its sloping acclivity, is

highly cultivated with orchards and gardens.

The reflections of the morning sun upon its

side, gave a rich tinge to the verdant shade.

The harbour of Choo-gormutzu, in which the

" Morrison " anchored, situated on the west

of the bay, nearly resembles the segment of

a circle, and is from one and a half to two

miles deep. On the south, a high bluff

extends within the segment, and in the direc-

tion of a line, supposed to form it : opposite

to this is a conical rock, seventy-five feet

high, with an arch cut through its centre,

standing about two or three cables from

shore, in the same line, leaving the mouth

of the harbour very narrow. The banks

were about fifty or sixty feet perpendicular,

and could not be ascended but at a few

passes, where the waters from the mountains
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had forced their way. The strata of different

kinds of deposit were very distinct, and

would average ten feet or more in thickness.

This particular description of the harbour

will help to convey a better idea of the

awkwardness of our position on a subsequent

occasion. The landscape was varied and

beautiful; there were foot-paths with rows

of firs on either side, and also refreshing

arbours. These paths generally run parallel

to the coast, or conform to the curve of the

harbour. Upon a pretty mound, stands an

arbour of exquisite beauty. It was formed

by trees, planted in circles. Tall trees com-

posed the innermost circle, and others half

their height the circumference. The dense

shade of the whole, affords a grateful treat

to the traveller. The houses are not dis-

persed over the country, but form the village

of Choo-gormutzu, which is situated in a

small glen, itself overshadowed by a copse

of firs, where it is protected from the violent

gales of the country. A few of the build-

ings have tiles and white-washed sides, but

generally they have thatched roofs. For the
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most part the houses are small, and seldom

more than one story high; without glass

windows or Venetians : a single shutter of

boards on hinges is a substitute for the latter.

BURYING GROUND.

A little distance to the south of this hamlet

is a place of burial. Numerous perpendicular

slabs of granite are used for grave stones.

These we were informed were commonly

used in Japan. No fence enclosed the

sacred spot. For a little distance from the

harbour the country is level, and has an

abundant supply of trees. Here it appears

fresh and green, like a new-mown field ; there

as if the crop were in the midst of its growth >

and then again, here are knolls that appear

yellow, as if suffering from drought, and

large square fields, as though the fallow

ground had just been turned up and levelled.

Some of the smaller hills are cultivated in

terraces, quite to their top, others not so

steep are laid out in parallel beds, like a

garden, extending from the base to the apex.

Beyond all this is Mount Orimon, and other
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smaller mountains. Notwithstanding the

absence of rivulets and water-falls, the com-

bined effect of the varied scenery was de

lightful.

CHESKY.

On the eastern side of the bay, and op-

posite the place just described, is the village

of Chesky, where we first communicated

with the natives. Here the buildings deserve

little more than the name of huts. The

face of the country is more rugged, and less

adapted to cultivation, and yet the hand of

industry and taste has here left its impress

in the cultivated valley and the shaded

avenue. On the north, there is a small island

in the midst of the bay, above and beyond

which, is the high one of Sakoura. Mount

Ounga is also visible. In the sixteenth cen-

tury it was an active volcano, and abounded

with boiling springs, into which so many

of the Popish proselytes were precipitated,

rather than renounce their religion. Sakoura

is near to the seat of the principality, and

about twenty miles distant from our anchor-
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age. At eight a. m. Captain Ingersoll having

hoisted the ensign, an officer came immedi-

ately to enquire what was wanted, and being

informed, said their boats would come pre-

sently and take the ship into another harbour,

where we should be supplied with refresh-

ments. He examined the ensign closely,

for it was unknown. They knew no foreign

flag, except the Chinese. The people said

they had never seen a European ship before.

The officer counted the ports on one side,

and asked if there were as many correspond-

ing on the other, and also enquired their use.

Soon after his return, a boat with fourteen

men came off with water, under the care of

an officer with two swords, who neither came

on board, nor permitted any of the men,

though they very much desired it. Before

the water had been all received, there came

on a fresh gale from the south-east, blowing

directly into the harbour, and they were sent

ashore for a pilot, as the captain was not

willing to risk the ship longer in that situ-

ation, supposing as it was, it would be neces-

sary to ship the cable. The prohibition to
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come on board ship was the first symptom

we noticed of a change of policy towards us.

The officers, however, had previously made

a particular request that their persons and

sabres might not be touched. The latter

were sacred, and to be unsheathed only to

cut off heads. On a former occasion I had

partly drawn one from its scabbard, the edge

was keen, the blade not highly polished.

The officer saw it, sprang forward, returned

it in an instant, and passed it through his

girdle. The hilt of their sabres has no

guard.

SECOND REPULSION FROM JAPAN.

August 12th.—We received no visit from

the great mandarin, as we were promised,

and it is not easy to describe our situation

this morning. All was quiet during the

night, but it was the calm that precedes the

storm, and a fresh confirmation of the say-

ing, that the Japanese are never more to

be feared than when they appear the most

friendly ; for then they are seeking an oppor-

tunity to execute their treacherous intentions.
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At half-past seven, a. m., a fishing boat, with

half a dozen men came off, and at some dis-

tance, told the Japanese on board, that the

ship had better put to sea, and said some-

thing of the officers firing upon us. Imme-

diately warlike preparations were seen on

shore. Their portable forts were four or five

rods long, and as many feet high. A hori-

zontal stripe of white canvas apparently,

alternating with one of black, each two or

three feet wide, formed the front, and at the

end were large concentric circles of black

and white stripes, six or eight feet diameter.

Two of these forts were discovered at first

just to the north of the village, Choo-gor-

mutzu, and a yellow flag hoisted within.

The men were very busy in the forts. Directly

a similar preparation was made on the south

of the village, opposite the burying ground.

Our Japanese believed they were capable of

turning musket shot, and even cannon balls.

The " Morrison" was anchored nearly upon

the line that formed the segment, described

as resembling the harbour, and a little nearer

to the bluff than the arched rock, and as

F
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she swung to the tide, her broadside lay op~

posite the last fort, and considerably nearer

than the first. Our Japanese recognised

these forts as the accompaniments of war.

However, the idea suggested on the occasion

that what we saw was only a preparation for

the high officer, somewhat diminished our

apprehensions of hostilities being renewed

against us, especially when we were in the

place to which they had conducted us offici-

ally, and as we had repeatedly assured them,

we only wished to know that it was their

pleasure, and we would leave immediately.

But we had received no intimation that such

was their desire, the fishermen excepted.

All doubt of their design was soon dispelled,

when we saw a troop of several hundred

soldiers in full speed upon the beach, making

for a defile on the high bank, through which

they ascended to the shelter of the fort

opposite the burial ground. They had badges

upon their backs which resembled knap-

sacks, except they were much broader, and

came up higher on the shoulders. No sooner

were they behind the fort than they com-
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menced a promiscuous fire of musketry and

artillery. Our situation at that moment is

not to be described. We were anchored in

a small bay, had seventy-five fathoms of

heavy chain cable to be taken in ; we were

nearly becalmed, for the little wind we had

was directly against our getting out ; and we

were not more than a third of a mile from

the nearest point of high land, from which

the muskets might have done us much in-

jury, had it occurred to our foes to change

their position. The captain, with his usual

presence of mind, ordered a kedge anchor to

be dropped on the starboard quarter, at a

cable's length, so as to court the ship to the

wind, and if possible to lay out of the har-

bour, towards Kago-sima. Even the little

breeze soon failed, and there was scarcely

enough to steer the ship, which, loosed from

her moorings, was drifting towards the shore,

and the large perpendicular arched rock be-

fore noticed. Two boats were lowered, and

with much ado, by help of ropes attached

to the bowsprit she weathered the rocks.

The firing from shore continued. There

f 2
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seemed no end to adverse influences. As

soon as we were well out of the anchorage,

not only the wind, but also the tide was un-

favorable. Soon, however, a squall sprang

up, that raised our hopes of being speedily

extricated. Although the ship was laid

nearly upon her beam-ends by the suddenness

of the squall, in a few minutes she was

perfectly becalmed, and to our great annoy-

ance, we discovered that they had opened

their artillery upon us, on the opposite side

from the village with which we first com-

municated. The current was then setting,

the ship under the guns, and as we were in

fifty fathoms water, it was not easy, especially

in so strong a current, to anchor. The calm

was momentary, baffling head-winds sprang

up. Standing towards the place from which

we started, we found the heaviest guns

transported to a fore-land outside the har-

bour, whence they renewed their fire upon

us, whenever we were on the tack in that

direction. Thus we were for eighteen long

hours between two fires, one on either side of

the bay, which is from three to five miles
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broad, when flight was our only way to

escape, as we had purposely left the ship's

armament in China. Even the next morning

the places were visible which we fondly

hoped never to behold again. In our haste

to get the ship out, the cable to the stream-

anchor was cut. A boat was subsequently

dispatched with swords and pistols to recover

the anchor : but fortunately the ship required

every man to keep her off" the shore and

rocks, and the men had not proceeded far

before they were recalled : for sure I am, with

their feelings outraged by such treatment,

undoubtedly blood had been shed in self-

defence, had they been resisted by the

Japanese soldiers in recovering the anchor

:

the second officer who was in the boat not

being a novice in scenes of bloodshed. The

men were so excited that, instead of shrinking

from the exposure, they vied with each other

in readiness to go.

Had we anchored nearer shore, as the

exposure of the outer anchorage tempted, we

had been within reach of the muskets, and it

had been impracticable to escape.
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FIRING PROBABLY THE ORDER OF THE
PRINCE.

As this was the third day after our arrival,

the period first stated to he necessary to

receive an answer from Kago-sima, there is

no doubt our 1 epulsion was according to the

order of the prince. It was too apparent that

their desire was not merely to drive away a

foreign ship ; for when they saw the sails

unfurled, they bestirred themselves as though

they feared the golden opportunity would

soon be past. No doubt, on seeing the

masts fall, the ship upon the rocks, or on

beholding her sink, they would have made

the villages and mountains resound with

their shouts of triumph, and many would

have hastened to the capital to report their

exploit in destroying an unarmed vessel, and

of having put to death peaceable men who

had no means of resistance, and no desire of

collision ! We received no provisions. Had
we drank our last cask of water, or eaten our

last piece of bread, it had been the same to

them.

How this subject will be regarded by
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impartial nations, especially by that one

whose flag has been twice fired upon, is

unknown. Those who have been actors or

passive sufferers in these scenes, have the

consolation that they have done no one

wrong, have shed no blood ; that their ob-

ject was exclusively philanthropic, and that

under a most merciful Providence they have

escaped their enemies. They have left those

hostile shores with no spirit of revenge, with

no imprecations of heavenly vengeance upon

their fellow-men, who are the instruments of

despots, and merit sympathy and commisera-

tion rather than anathemas. Even for those

tyrants, the Djogoun and Dairi, and the

Princes, charity can suggest the apology,

that with their views of the general good of

the people, they may think they do the gods

service, by preventing the return of their

countrymen. How far (after entering into

communication with us at the last port, and

promising us one favour and another, without

the least intimation of their intentions,) the

Japanese have rendered themselves obnoxious

to the laws of nations by commencing hos-
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tilities, there may be a diversity of opinion.

Justice to them, and the good of mankind,

may imperiously demand the interference of

civilised nations, requiring at least that

civility from the Japanese, which smaller

communities expect and demand from each

and all their members. I am happy that

the humane and philanthropic gentleman,

who has been at the expense of the expedition,

has prepared for the press a succinct account

of the efforts in modern times, to open a

friendly intercourse with this exclusive and

barbarous nation, which will show the

attitude she has assumed in relation to the

rest of the globe. It is the prevailing

opinion that the fishermen who came to us

in the morning, came of their own accord,

and were not executing any official orders.

They did not approach us as if they had a

message to deliver, but passing some distance

astern, and keeping off until the ship

concealed them from the shore, voluntarily

apprized us of what was in progress, that we

might flee in time from impending danger.

If this is the true state of the case, too high
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an encomium cannot be bestowed upon so

disinterested a deed, and may they receive a

divine reward.

The joy excited in the bosom of the

Japanese by going on shore and meeting

with such sympathy with the officers and

people, and by free communication with

their countrymen, (one stated that women

and children wept as he related the tale of

his past misfortunes) was to be equalled only

by a second extinction of their last hope.

For a time their solicitude in common with

others, for immediate safety, divested their

attention from reflections upon the sudden

reverse of their prospects. But at length

some of them manifested the strongest

indignation. On the next morning, two

shaved their heads entirely, showing they

had abdicated their country for ever. All,

to a man, declared they would not go to

Nagasaki, or be put ashore for any considera-

tion, however fair the promises they might

receive from government.

In the afternoon of the 14th of August,

passed within a few miles of Apollas Island.
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It is destitute of forests, a little greensward

covers it, and there is a solitary clump of

trees like an arbor upon its summit, near the

eastern extremity.

ISLAND DU VULCAN.

In the same latitude and eight or ten miles

to the west of Apollas, is a volcanic island

and mountain, now active. It is from one

thousand to fifteen hundred feet high. Its

crater is on the S. E. side ; a deep ravine

extends from it nearly to the water. Im-

mense quantities of lava lay on every side,

and the dense sulphureous smoke ascended

in undulating clouds, as it were creeping up

the sides of the crater, forming a hollow

cylinder open on one side, till it rises above

the mountain, and then it is united in one

pillar. No smoke arose from the centre of

the aperture. There is no vegetation except

a very little at the S. VV. part of the island.

There are several high rocks projecting

like obelisks above the water, at the distance

of one, two, and three miles from these

islands, that render the navigation near them
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dangerous in the night. We saw a very large

and high rock, separated at the top into two

parts, midway from Island du Vulcan to

St. Clain, not laid down upon our chart

;

and towards the following morning, dis-

covered a cluster of high rocky islands in

lat. N. 30° 50" long. E. 127" 4'.

Nothing especially deserving notice oc-

curred during the remainder of the voyage.

We came through the channel of Formoza in

sight of the Chinese coast, and near Namoa

communicated with some fishermen. One

boat came off, wishing to purchase calicoes,

tor which they offered Spanish dollars. They

were very friendly, and readily received some

Chinese books which Mr. Gutzlaff gave them.

It was the only opportunity we had during

the voyage to disseminate the word of life.

On the 29th of August we arrived " safely"

at Macao.

3TLWART AKL> MUUKAY, OLD BAILEY.
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''This little volume is as a row of pearls strung upon a thread of gold. It has an ele-

gant simplicity pervading it which is very pleasing, and a sterling value in its pure Christian
morality, that gives it a still higher claim to praise."-—Gentleman's Magazine.

A VOLUME OF SERMONS.
Second Edition, demy 12mo. f price 5s. bds.

*' Well meriting a high rank among the pious labours of the ministry, is this simple, but
Jilmuable volume ; directed to instruct and improve eteu the most ignorant ; while it rerlects
lustre on the Christian motives of its amiable author, it at the same time does honour to his
talents."— Literary Gazette.

THE CHILD OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
A Book for Children. Demy ISmo. price 2,v. neatly half bound.

"This is truly THE CHRISTIAN PARENT'S BOOK, and happv would it he for the rising
generation if Christian Pa.ents would put this admirable little volume into the hands nf the
young, while their lender minds are yet open to ^receive the good impiession wmch it is so
well calculated to convey."— Christian Monitor.,

In foolscap 8i>n. Price Is. 6il. each Number,

SOCIAL EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY,
A Series of Narratives published Quarterly.

The First Number, entitled "THE MECHANIC," was pronounced to be " One of the
most useful and interesting publications that hod issued from the press during the Season "

The following have since been published in regular quarterly succession:

II. THE LADY AND THE LADY'S MAID. 1 VI. LIVE AND LET LIVE; OR, THE
III. THE PASTOR OF DRONFELLS. MANCHESTER WEAVERS.
IV. THE LABOURER AND HIS WIFE. VII. THE SOLDIER.
V. THE COUNTRY TOWN.

|
VIII. THE LEAS1DE FARM.

" The design of Mr. Tayler is praiseworthy ; his object being to counteract, by a series o(
Tales, illustrative of the power and necessity of Itelitiou in the daily and hourly concerns <l
life, the confusion of error with truth in Miss Martineau's entertaining Stories."

Christian Remembrancer.
Every Two consecutive Nos.form a Volume, price, neatlu bound, 4s. each.
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THE STOIC;
Or, Memoirs of Eurysthenes the Athenian. By Mrs. J, K. Stanford.

Foolscap 8uo. price 4s. cloth extra,

A simple, affecting, and beautiful Tale, in which there is an instructive view of the early
manners of Greece, an<i the persecution and sufferings of the primitive Christians. There is
no extravagance of feeling or overlabouring of desenptinu, no dwelling on painful minutiae,
to harrow up the soul of the reader. The whole is charmingly told, and the effect upon
the mind is sweetly moral and tenderly religious."

—

Literary Gazette.

By the same Author, in foolscap 8v'<. price 5s., cloth extra,

A LADY'S GIFT,
OR WOMAN AS SHE OUGHT TO BE.

" This is a well-written and a dccply-intereBting tale : full nf striking incidents, skilfully
ud eloquently told. The moral reflections are gems nf inestimable value, and ought, espe-
ially by young ladies, to lie committed to memory."

—

Observer.

TRIALS AND TRIUMPHS;
Or, the chequered Occurrences and Sufferings of Life, successfully over-
come by virtuous principles, and a proper reliance upon the Wisdom and
Decrees of Providence.

By Daniel Richardson*, Esq.

Foolscap Qvo. beautifully Illustrated, p'ice 7s. 6d. cloth, or 10s. 6d.
elegantlv bound in morocco.

" This deeply interesting and admirable volume contains the most faithful and most de-
lightful delineations. of human nature and human character in their every day dress, which
we have ever looked upon It is difficult to speak in measured terms of its merits "

Scottman.
" This is just such a book as we would wish to put iuto the bands of the youth of buth

Sexes."
"The author of this excellent vulume belongs to the school which the Rev. Charles Tayler

and Sarah Stickney have raised into great and deserved reputation. The object of all these
writers is to convey religion into the business, and to mix it up with the elegancies of life, and
to prove its powers as well as its delights We wish this very beautiful volume to be
perused, and we promise pleasure from its perusal, to the thoHSaudi who have enjoyed, or are
capable of enjoying, the beauties of the ' Rectory of Valehead' aud uf the ' Pictures of Private
Life.' "-- Scots Tim«.

STfie ILitc anil OTrabrls of

THE APOSTLE PAUL.
Combining, with his eventful History, a description of the past and present
state of the various Cities and Countries visited by him in the course of his
Ministry, and of the manners and customs of the people among whom he
preached. Illustrated by a Map.

Foolscap 8vo. Second Edition, price 6s. cloth extra, or 9s. elegantly bound
in morocco.

"This is one of ihe most interesting works we ever read."—Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal.
"This is an extremely interesting and instructive volume— one most likely to engage the

youthful mind, and to be read with equal pleasure aud profit. He can safely say that a book
of this description, more deserving of a wide popularity, has not lately beeu produced ; and
we heartily wish it every success."

—

Literary Gazette.

Preparing for publication, in one vol. foolscap 8vo. beautifully Illustrated.

THE PROGRESS OF CREATION
Considered with Reference to the Present Condition of the Earth. An

interesting and useful Work for Young People.

By Mary Roberts, Author of " The Annals of My Village," &c. &c.

3~~
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THE CHRISTIAN'S MANUAL;
Or, THE BIBLE ITS OWN INTERPRETER; being a Guide to the Proper

Study and Elucidation of the Holy Scriptures, by a new and corrected

arrangement of all those corresponding passages, dispersed throughout the

Bible, which relate to the most important subjects, classed under appropriate

heads, and in alphabetical order. Designed to set forth, in the pure lan-

guage of Scripiure, the Rule of Faith and Practice, and to afford assistance

to Family and Private devotion.

Post Qvo. price 8s. cloth extra*

" Nothing can be more pure in the iuteulion or more convenient in the form than this

useful volume."— Literary Gazette.
" If there is one volume more than another which we would like to see in the hands of our

readers, it is the volume before us. It is n work of so much usefulness thai we feel it our
duty ti> direct particular attention to its merits. "—Scots Times.
" We cordially recommend the CHRISTIAN'S MANUAL as a most useful, safe, and ex-

cellent help for reading and understanding the Holy Scriptures,"-—
Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal.

*' It will be of great assistance to Ministers and Christians in general in studying the word
of God."— Imperial Mag.

** The plan is most excellent, and deserving high praise."-— Spiritual Magazine.

THE CHURCH OF GOD,
SERMONS- By the Rev. Robert Wil

of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Demy &vo. -price 10s. 6d. cloth extra.

In a SERIES OF SERMONS. By the Rev. Robert Wilson Evans, Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge.

LECTURES ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. MATTHEW,
Delivered in the Parish Church of St. James, Westminster, by the Right

Rev. Beilby Porteus, D.D. Bishop of Loudon.

Complete in 1 vol. 8vo. with a .Sketch of his Life. Price 9*. boards.

This is the most correct and complete edition that has ever appeared, and the only one
containing a Life of the Author

THE MANUAL OF FAMILY AND PRIVATE
DEVOTION

;

Consisting of Prayers, Original and Selected.

By James Cochrane, A.M.
In one Volume Svo. price Gs. Gd. cloth.

NOTICES OF THE HOLY LAND;
and of other places mentioned in the Scriptures ; including Arabia,

Egypt, Greece, and Rome
; visited in the years 1832-33.

By the Rev. R. Splnce Hardy.

Demy 12mo. price 9s. illustrated by Twelve Lithographic Views.
*' This hook is destined to a wide-spread and enduring popularity. Numerous works have

Lately appeared ou the Holy Land, but we know of none m which the information regarding
tint hallowed country is at once so copious and interesting as the one before us. It is, we
repeat, the best which has yet come under our notice."

—

Observer.
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MORTAL LIFE,
AND THE STATE OF THE SOUL AFTER DEATH;

Conformable to Divine Revelation, as interpreted by the ablest Commen-
tators, and consistent with the discoveries of Science.

By a Protestant Layman.

In one large volume 8t'o. price 15*. cloth.

" The work will afturd in perusal, to all sorrowing relations, the consolation and diversion
of mind of the most congenial kind."

—

Spectator.

" The most liberal, the most pious, and the most orthodox, need not hesitate to read this
book.—The style is unaffected, forcible, and lucid.

—

A work of do common order."
Metropolitan Mas.

THE YOUNG SEER;
OR, EARLY SEARCHES INTO FUTURITY,

By Elizabeth Frances Dagley, Author of " Fairy Favors," "The Birth Day,"
" Village Nightingale," &c. &c.

Foolscap Svo. neatlif Illustrated, price 5$. bound.

*' This pleasing and admirably iutentioned book, is well calculated not only for the young,
but lor those whose duty it is to watch the development of young minds, and preserve them
from the errors to which, in one shape or other, they are as human beiugs subject."

Lady's Magazine.
** A pleasantly narrated tale, that carries with it a most impressive moral."

—

Metropolitan.

Now ready, in foolscap Qvo. price 5s.

A DREAM OF LIFE;
OR, AUGUSTINE AND GERALDINE.

A Poem, in Five Parts.

By the Rev. Wm. Gurdon Moore, A.M.

NOUREDDIN
;

OR, THE TALISMAN OF FUTURITY.
AN EASTERN TALE.

By Catherine I. Finch.

Just published, in one Volume, foolscap Svo. price 4$.6tf. boards.

This is a pretty, a pleasing, and a highly moral tale, — the style is neat— the conversi

I, highly characteristic— aud the interest of the Tale admirably sustained."

—

Observer.

GRAHAME'S HISTORY OF NORTH AMERICA-
Just published, in 4 vols, demy 8vo. £2 10s. boards.

THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF NORTH AMERICA,
from the Plantation of the British Colonies till their Revolt and Declara-
tion of Independence. By James Gkahame, Esq.

This work commences with a greatly amended edition of the early portion of
the Author's former History of North America, which is now for the first

time completed, and brought down to 1776.



Juit completed, in foolscap Siva, with highly-finished Plates,

INVESTIGATION;
OR, TRAVELS IN THE BOUDOIR.

By Caroline A. Halsted,

Author of " The Little Botanist," &c.

This is an elegantly written ana highly instructive Work for Young People,

in which a general knowledge of various interesting topics, connected with
every day-life, is presented to the youthful mind in an attractive and
amusing form.

THE CEIEBRATED BLIND TRAVELLED.
Just published, in demy 8w. illustrated hy several highly - finished

Lithographic Views, price 14s. cloth, the Fourth and last Volume of

A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD;
Including TraYels in Africa, Asia, Australasia, America, &c. &c.

By Lieut. James Holm an, R.N. F.R.S.
** This episode in the record of Travels is almost incredible."

—

Atlas.
" This publication is one of the literary wonders of the age."—Spectator.
" For this volume we cannot but anticipates circulation as wide, we were going to say, as

the Author's Travels."

—

Literary Gazette.
" We have seldom met with any work so replete with interesting information."-— Observer.
" Lieutenant Holman's work is one of the most extraordinary that has ever appeared in any

ape or country."

—

True Sun.

THE HISTORY OF BRAZIL,
From the Period of the arrival of the Braganza Family in 1608, to the Abdi-

cation of Don Pedro the First, in 1831, forming a continuation to

SOUTHEY'S HISTORY OF BRAZIL.
By John Armitage, Esq.

Two vols. 8t'f>. price 24.?. boards.

" These volumes will supply a very useful sequel to the admired work of Dr. Southey, and
we consider them a valuable addition to our historical Library."— Literary Gazette.
" This is an elaborate and valuable history of the Brazilian Empire, and one to which the

Commercial world may refer for much important information."

—

Naval and Military Gazette*

A SUMMER IN SPAIN.
Being the Narrative of a Tour made in the Summer of 1835.

One Volume, post Svo, price 5s. boards.

" This is a most entertaining volume : who the author is we know not, but the narrative is
carried on in so inviting a manner, that to resist a powerful iuterest in it would be impossible."

Taunton Courier.

NARRATIVE OF A CAPTIVITY IN FRANCE,
From 1809 to 1814.

By Richard Langton, Esq.

Two vols, post Svo. price 2U. cloth.

The narrative is told with much animation, and embraces a variety of very lively and
fine rltf i i i .. It io , M ., . r r , I

1 liar ca..nm.<-.t ta,u1LH. 11 .V. *.__ _t*i — *—-.___£. >»

thly Mag.
striking incidents ; it is illustrated by several excellent lithographic engravings."

Mom
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LOGAN'S HIGHLANDS AND HIGHLANDERS.

In Tito Volumes, demy Avo, Price 30s.—Royal &vo. Price 11. Is. ,

dedicated by Permission to his Majesty.

THE SCOTTISH GAEL;
Or, CELTIC MANNERS AS PRESERVED AMONG THE HIGH-
LAN DERS. Being an Historical and Descriptive Account of the Inhabitants,
Antiquities, and National Peculiarities of Scotland, more particularly of
the Northern, or Gaelic Parts of the Country, where the singular Habits of
the Aboriginal Celts are still most tenaciously retained. Illustrated by
upwards of Sixty descriptive Plates, and accurately coloured Engravings
of (he CostumeB of the Highland Clans ; with correct Specimens and De-
scriptions of their respective Badges, Tartans, &c. &c.

By James Logan, Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

" Mr. Log.ni has DCf]iiitttd himself loyally to bis country, and faithfully to literature-- -his
work benrs in every pige the unequivocal evidence of observatian and research. To all

Scotchmen, mid lovers of Scotland—-tt) every inquirer into the histoty of oiaii---we recom-
mend Mr. Lofjan » hntt\.' y—Athenaum.
" Mr. Logau'l work will have the good effect of clearing up many doubts, and of shewing

the Celts and Lowlanders in a more distinct light than they have hitlierto been relatively
placed ; it possesses also the merit of being accurate, patient in details, highly descriptive, and
always entertaining. Wherever there is a small collection of books pretending to the character
of a Library, this History of the Scottish Gail should be added to it without loss of time."—

Atlas.

SIX MONTHS OF
A NEWFOUNDLAND MISSIONARY'S JOURNAL.

By the Venerable Archdeacon Wix.
Second Edition, just published, in one vol. l2mo. price Is.Gd. cloth.

u This is one of the most interesting and affecting volumes we have ever read."
Christian Remembrancer.

" We most earnestly recommend ibis Journal to general notice, it is full of interest."
British Mas.

THE DIARY OF A SOLITAIRE;
strian Excursion through part o
address; and notes, personal an

In demy Svo. price 5s. boards.

Or, Sketch of a Pedestrian Excursion through part of Switzerland. With
a prefatory address; and notes, personal and general.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND;
With Sketches of the Society and Manners, Habits and Customs of the

Belgians and Dutch, and Details of the Revolution of 1830.

By Pbyse L. Gordon, Esq. Author of " A Guide to Italy;"
" Memoirs and Reminiscences of Men and Manners," &c.

In two vols, demy \2mo. Illustrated with highly finished Lithographic

Plates, price 15s. cloth,

*' Mr. Gordon has supplied us with a book which contains more information concerning
Belgium than any other we are acquainted with. There are many useful hints in it wliich

Travellers in all Countries may proht by, and which no person about to visit Belgium should
neglect to study."—Courier.
* This is one of those works for which there wilt always be a demand : its pages afford

amusement and information to the reader at home, and it is just such a production as what a
traveller and stranger in Belgium needs."—Literary Gazette.
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SKETCHES OF CORFU,
Historical and Domestic ; its Scenery and Natural Productions ;

inter-

spersed with Legends and Traditions.

One thick volume foolscap Qvo. price 8s. cloth extra.

" This is a most delight fnl volume — we know not indeed when any thing so thoroughly
readable and interesting has been laid before us. It is delightful equally foi its sketches of

manners, its descriptions of scenery, its graphic details concerning natural objects, its

snntches of true poetry, and for the beautiful spirit which pervades it. Its interest is daily

enhanced by its telling of an island, rich in historical associations -— and of the manners and
habits of a people of wiiem less is known than of the New Zealanders.
We most warmly recommend this volume to our readers. It is titled equally for the winter

fire-side — the spring-time ramble --- and the summer and autumnal sea-side residence. As a
hook for pleasant family reading, it is hetler than a hundred novels."—Monthly Magazine.

By the same Author, in one vol. -post 8vo. price 9s. boards.

EVENINGS ABROAD; being Sketches of Manners and
Scenery gleaned during a Continental Tour; with Historical Notices, Tales,

and Legends of the places visited.

" This is a charming little volume— full of elegant sentiment, conveyed in easy and grace-

ful prose, aud combining a very agreeable mixture of terse and flowing poetry."— Spectator.

Cfjrec jflontfjs'

TOUR IN SWITZERLAND AND FRANCE,
Giving a General Description of the Country, an accurate Account of the
different Routes, and afl'ordiDg every necessary information for the Guid-
ance of future Travellers.

By the Rev. W. Liudiard, Author of " A Metrical Tale of Switzerland," &c.

Demy 8vo., price 10.$. 6d. with a Map and Plates.
" This gentleman sketches with effect ; his descriptions are those of an ardeot admirer of

nature in her grandest array, and his book is the work of a man of highly cultivated mind and
gentlemanly feeling."—Metropolitan.
" We must say that the descriptions of Mr. Liddiard are at once lively, accurate, and well-

chosen , and that those persons who are about to afford themselves the delight of a similar
' Three Months' Tour in Switzerland and France, cannot do a wiser thing than make this
book their carriage companion,"—Court Journal.

.

A JOURNEY TO SWITZERLAND,
And PEDESTRIAN TOURS IN THAT COUNTRY; including A Sketch of

it-ti History, and of the Manners and Customs of its Inhabitants.
By L. Agassiz, Esq., late of the Royal Navy, and Royal Marines.

Demy Bvo. price 12s. embellished with a Frontispiece.

"This is an excellent Itinerant's Guide to Switzerland. Whoever may be abunt toper-
ambulate those portions of the Alps, Sic. which Mr. Agassiz traversed a-foot t will rind his
particular details exceedingly useful."—Liternry Gazette.

THE PHYSICAL AND INTELLECTUAL CONSTI-
TUTION OF MAN CONSIDERED.

By Edward Meryon, F.R.C.S., &c.

Post 8vo. price 6s. cloth extra.

'* This volume merits our unqualified praise
; the materials which Mr. Meryon has gathered

together on this important subject are so ample as to enable any reader of reflection to draw
conclusions for himself, and thus save the labour of consulting very numerous works."

Glasgow Scots Times.

8
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IMPORTANT WORK ON THE MENTAL ORGANIZATION AND

FUNCTIONS OF MAN,

COMMONLY CALLED THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE nUMAN MIND.

Just published, in one large volume, demy Svo, price 18s. boards.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM,
anatomical ano $f)j>6ioIogt<*aI

;

In which the Functions of the various parts of the Brain are, for the first

time, assigned.

By Alexander Walker, Author of " Physiognomy Founded on Physiology."

In the Report presented to the Briti§h Association assembled at Cambridge in 1S33, Dr.
Henry designates a small portion of the discoveries contained in this work, nnd made exclu-
sively by its author, as " doubtless the most important accession to physiological knowledge since
the time of Harvey."

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

In post 8vo. price 14s. illustrated by a variety of highly finished

Portraits, and other Plates,

PHYSIOGNOMY FOUNDED ON PHYSIOLOGY,
And applied to Various Countries, Professions and Individuals: with an
Appendix on the Bones at Hythe— the Sculls of the Ancient Inhabitants
of Britain and its Invaders.

*' This is in many respects a very strange composition—full of new and recondite knowledge,
with remarks ihe most poignant that we have read for many a day. The volume is elegantly
got up—-unique, appropriate, handsomely illustrated, and in every respect a singularly valu-
able book."-—Monthly Mag.

Just published, in post Svo. price 6s. 6rf. boards.

THE HARMONY OF PHRENOLOGY WITH
SCRIPTURE :

Shown in a Refutation of the Philosophical Errors contained in Mr. Com be's
" Constitution op Man." By William Scott, Esq.

*' When men arrogantly abandou their guide, and wilfully shut their eyes on the light of
Heaven, it is wisely ordained that their;errors should multiply at every step, uutil their ex-
travagance confutes itself, and the mischief of their principles works its own antidote."

Robert Hail.

Just published, in 2 vols, demy, Svo. price 21s. boards,

THE PHILOSOPHY OF MORALS. An investigation,

by a new and extended Analysis, of the Faculties and the Standards em-
ployed in the Determination of Right and Wrong ; illustrative of the prin-

ciples of Theology, Jurisprudence, and General Politics.

By Alexander Smith, M.A.

" A very valuable addition to this department of intellectual study."
Edinburgh Evening Pat.

44 Mr. Smith is, without doubt, a man quite capable of thinking for himself on the pro-

foundest questions of metaphysics or of ethical investigation."— Britiih Critic.
41 This work is evidently the production of a highly-cultivated and philosophic mind."

Observer.
" This publication would he valuable for no other reason than that of its removing so many

errors, propagated by uames that have become respectable, and even authorities in Ethics."
Metropolitan Mas.

~9~
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THE NATURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE

SUGAR CANE;
With Practical Directions for its Culture, and the Manufacture of its various
Products, detailing the improved Methods of Extracting, Boiling, Refining,
and Distilling; also Descriptions of the best Machinery, and Useful Direc-
tions for the general Management of Estates.

By George Richardson Porter.

Demy Svo. with illustrative Plates, price 15s. clolh t

"We can recommend the vnlume as a most valuable addition to the library of the home
West India Merchant, as well as that of the resident Planter."-—Literary Gazette.
" We can conscientiously recommend this important and excellent work, not only to the

attention *l those more particularly interested in the subject, but ul the public generally."—
Edinburgh Literary Journal.

BY THE SAME AT'THOH,

THE TROPICAL AGRICULTURIST;
A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation and Management of various Produc-
tions suitable to Tropical Climates; including Colfee, Cocoa, Cotton, Cin-
namon, Cloves, Ginger, Gums, Indigo, Mace, Myrrh, Nutmegs, Olives,
Pepper, Rhubarb, Sago, Tea, Tobacco, and other products of the East and
West Indies, Sec, capable of advantageous production in the various Colo-
nies belonging to Great Britain, &c.

Demy $vo. illustrated with forty-Jive Botanical Plates, price 2ls.

" This valuable volume opens to Colonial Residents such a mine of hitherto concealed
wealth, that every Proprietor, Emigrant, or person interested in the success of an Emigrant
Friend, ought to procure a Copy, as their surest guide to fortune."

—

London Review.
" This is really one of the most valuable works that has issued frnm the press for many

years. Every friend to our inestimable Colonies should purchase and disseminate Sir. PorterJs
Work, that (he Colonists of New South Wales and Southern Africa, &tc. may learn how lo
enrich their delightful countries by the Tropical Agriculturist."—London Gazette.

VINEYARDS AND WINES,
The produce of Spain and France, and of our Colonies in New South Wales.

Just published, lit demy \2mo. price 4s. boards,

A JOURNAL
OF A RECENT

VISIT TO THE PRINCIPAL VINEYARDS OF
SPAIN AND FRANCE.

With some remarks on the very limited quantity of the finest Wines pro-
duced throughout the World, and their consequent intrinsic value ; an
attempt to calculaLe the profits of cultivating the Vine ; a Catalogue
of the different varieties of Grape j and an estimate of the profits of
Malaga Fruits ;

together with Observations relative to the introduc-
tion of the Vine into New South Wales.

By James Busby, Esq.
" The zeal and enterprise displayed by Mr. Busby in the collection of information on the

sublet ot the \ ine, for the use aud beneht of the Settlers in New South Wales merit the
highest commendation. The prospect of adding Win e and Raisins to the products of New
South VUles appears to be exceedingly promising. His fellow Colonists are also indebted to
him for very valuable information relative to the culture of the Olive"— Court Journal" We srongly recommend Mr. Busby's excellent little work, as the most lull, accurate and
practical ol anv we have seen."—Gentleman's Magazine.
" No PraJ£

e tnat we Lua offer wi)l B° beyond the merits of this useful and interesting nubli-calion."— /Tie Sun. ° *
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TO ALE AND PORTER BREWERS, DISTILLERS, &c.

Just published, in demy, Qvo. price One Guinea,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING, AND ON THE STORING
OF BEER. Giving the most accurate and unfailing methods of Mashing
and Fermenting, with the proper degrees of Temperature, &c. &c. ; the
whole being the result of scientific and unerring practice, and deduced from
forty years' experience. By William Black, Practical Brewer.

In demy 12/no. Price 5s. boards,

THE HOME BOOK;
Or, YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER'S ASSISTANT; forming a complete Sys-
tem of Domestic Economy, for the Guidance of Persons having the Manage-
ment of a Household of either large or small extent; with valuable Direc-
tions for effectually checking the many impositions practised upon respect-
able Families, by Servants, &c. Occ. The whole deduced from Forty-five
Years' practical Experience.

By a Lady.

also by the same author,

In post 4fo. price As. 6d. half-bound.

THE HOME ACCOUNT BOOK;
Or, HOUSEKEEPER'S REGISTER OF FAMILY EXPENCES; A new
and improved edition, arranged upon the Excellent System recommended
in the " Home Book," and exhibiting the Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly,
and Annual Expenditure for every article of Domestic Consumption.
" These two useful Volumes form ihe most complete System of Domestic IVlanagemeut for

tlie guidance of the young a tut inexperienced Housekeeper that has ever appeared."
"To our judgment, this it incomparably the best-arranged work of its class that we have

seen."—La Uelle Assemblee.
" Of the * Nome Books,' by a Lady, vie cannot speak too highly. They are most useful

presents for brutes, and the Hundreds of Founds which they may gave, and the vexatious
which they.may preveut, are results from their study which ueoU not he applauded."

Gentleman's Magazine.

AUTUMNAL LEAVES.
By Henrietta F. Valle.

Second Edition, post 8vo. beautifully Illustrated ;

And comprising several New Poetus, and an extended Series of highly
interesting Prose Notes.

Infoolscap 8vo. price 4s. 6d. cloth.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN SCOTLAND,
its Establishment, Subversion, and Present State- By John P. Lawson,
M.A., Author of the " Lite and Times of Archbishop Laud."
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Just completed, in two vols, demy 6vo. price 28s.

A HISTORY OF CHINA,
Ancient and Modern : comprising a retrospect of the Foreign Intercourse and
Trade with China. Illustrated by a new and corrected Map of the Empire.

By the Rev. CHARLES GUTZLAFF,

Now, and for many years past, resident in that Country.

And Author of " VOYAGES ALONG THE COAST OF CHINA."
u Mr. Charles Gutzlaff, a native of Prussia, was employed as a Missionary iu the East, we

believe, by the Netherlands Society, and to his astonishing skill in acquiring the Dialects of
the Chinese Countries, his bold and adventurous character, commerce and statistical science,

as well as Christianity, are already indebted. * * *

" Alter residing in Siain for some months, preaching, teaching, and acquiring languages,
he proceeded to China, in a native Junk, and hy this mode of travelling, he of course acquired
an insightinto the character of the lower classes of Chinese.
" In iwo subsequent voyages he coasted a large part of Western China, during which he

was repeatedly charged by the Chinese Mandarins with being a native, so accurate was his
knowledge of their language and manners China, therefore, stems to be a theatre peculiarly
fitted for a person of Mr. Gutzlatf's qualifications and temperament."

—

Times.

Just published, in demy 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF GREAT BRI-
TAIN, explanatory of our Commercial Relations with the Empire of China,
and of the course of Policy by which it may be rendered an almost un-
bounded field for British Commerce.

By a Visitor to China.

BRITISH TRADE WITH CHINA.
Just published, in demy Svo. price 3s.

THE PRESENT POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE
BRITISH TRADE WITH CHINA, with an Outline of some leading Oc-
currences in its past History.

By James Matheson, Esq. of Canton.

ORIENTAL FRAGMENTS.
By Major E. Moor, F.R.S., F.A.S., &c.

Author of " the Hindoo Pantheon/' &c.

Post Svo. price 10s. (id. cloth extra, Illustrated by a variety of
curious plates.

" These are delightful reminiscences, from the pen of a gallant old soldier. We rejoice at
tho various recollections which these * Fragments' bring to our memory."

Naval and Military Gazette.
"It is very gratifying to receive works of this description. We commit this book to the

good mil of every body interested in India, and the lands that lie ' under the Sun ;' to those
who can linger with delight over these pleasant reseaiches into Oriental curiosities.''

—

Atlas.
" Various, gossipy, and minutely curious."— Spectator.

12
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COLONEL TOD'S
ANNALS AND ANTIQUITIES OF RAJAST'HAN

;

Or, the CENTRAL AND WESTERN RAJPOOT STATES OF INDIA.
Comprehending the Annals of that highly curious and interesting portion
of India, (hitherto almost wholly unknown), interspersed with Biographical
Sketches of their Princes, &c. ; the peculiar Institutions of the Rajpoots ; a
Narrative of the Author's Travels, and his personal Intercourse with the
principal Courts and leading Personages of Rajpootana, &c.

By Lieutenant-Colonel James Tod, M.R.A.S., late Political Agent to the
Western Rajpoot States. In 2 vols. imperial 4to., illustrated with splendid
Line Engravings. Price 01. 9s. bound in cloth.

" Under the above title there has juit appeared one of the most splendid literary under-
takings which the press of this country has ever produced ! Our astonishment has been very
largely excited bv the magnificent style in which this highly interesting Work is illustrated.
The numerous plates are chiefly designed by Major Waugh, and we hesitate not to say,
that these specimens of his skill nre the most beautiful, graphic, and well brought nut
sketches we ever beheld. Finden has, if possible, excelled himself. The plates alune of this
brilliant and interesting undertaking are worth the price of the Volume, which cannot fail

offinding its way iutnthe libraries uf the noble and the opulent,"—Edinburgh Literary Gazette.

RAJAH RAMMOHUN ROY.
AN EXPOSITION OF THE PRACTICAL OPERATION OF
THE JUDICIAL AND REVENUE SYSTEMS OF INDIA, and of the ge-
neral Character and Condition of its Native Inhabitants, assubmitted in evi-

dence to the Authorities in England; with Notes and Illustrations. Also a

brief preliminary Sketch of the Ancient and Modern Roundaries, and of
the History of that Country. Elucidated by a Map of India.

By Rajah Rammohun Rov. Demy 8vo. price 6s. boards.

Also, by the same Author,

AN ESSAY ON THE RIGHT OF HINDOOS OVER ANCES-
TRAL PROPERTY, according to the Law of Bengal. Second Edition;
with an Appendix, containing Letters on the Hindoo Law of Inheritance.
Demy Svo. price Is. Gd. stitched.

"The learning, benevolence, and talent of this distinguished Rajah, render all the opinions

which he expresses concerning our Eastern dominions, worthy of attention."-— Athentrum.
" It is scarcely necessary formally to recommend this work, the importance of the sub-

jects discussed, and the superior qualifications of the author for discussing them, are ample
recommendations."— Titnes.

Narrative of a Journey to the

FALLS OF THE CAVERY

;

With an Historical and Descriptive Account of

THE NEILGHERRY HILLS:
Illustrated by correct Views of the very splendid and striking Scenery

met with in these Regions, and on the Route there from Madras.

By Lieutenant H. Jervis, H. M.62d Regt.

Demy Svo. price 12s. beautifully illustrated,

" Thefalh of the Cavery, of greater magnificence and beauty than those of Niagara, are

vividly described ; and a prolusion of well executed lithographic plates illustrate the scenery.

The work abounds with interesting anecdotes aud sketches of some of the must sublime and
beautiful scenery in the world ; together with some must excellent advice to such person- —
may be about to visit the hills. It is written in a plain, soldier-like manner j and, with its

bell innme uts, is altogether an interesting and amusing book."— London Weekly Review.

13
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MILITARY REMINISCENCES,
EXTRACTED FROM A JOURNAL OF NEARLY FORTY YEARS'
ACTIVE SERVICE IN THE EAST INDIES. By Colonel James Welsh,
of the Madras Establishment. In 2 vols, demy 8vo. 11. 16.9. bound in cloth,

and embellished with nearly One Hundred illustrative Maps and Plates.

' This work is beautifully printed, and beautifully illustrated. The engravings are various,
and spirited, and so numerous and characteristic, that, before we glance over tlie whole, we
can hardly resist the persuasion that we have lived in, and become familiar with, the East.
These volumes contain reminiscences of many interesting and striking events, and their

appearance is exceedingly inviting."—-Scotsman.

Just published, price \5s. plain, and 21 s. India proofs,

FOUR VIEWS OF THE NEILGHERRIES,

Or BLUE MOUNTAINS OF COIMBATOOR: Drawn from Nature, and
Lithographed by Captain E. A. M'Cukdy, 27th Regiment, Madras Native
Infantry.

This highly interesting Chain of Mountains, now the chief resort of Inva-
lids from the Three Presidencies of India, not having been hitherto por-

trayed by the Pencil, the present series of Views, with the general description

which accompanies them, will convey to the British Public an accurate
idea of this very valuable portion of our Eastern territory.

VIEWS IN THE CITY OF BENARES.

THE HOLY CITY OF BENARES ILLUSTRATED, in a
Series of Twelve beautifully finished Plates, delineating, with the greatest
minuteness and fidelity, the Ghats, Temples, and roost striking objects
to be found in this extensive and distinguished Seat of Hindoo Learning,
Manners, and Superstition. The whole executed in the first style, from
highly-finished Drawings, by James Ph i nsep, Esq., F.R.S., during his ten
years' official residence at Benares. Demy folio, with descriptive Letter-
press.— Part I. price 25s. Part II. price 30\s.

*«* The First Part of this splendid work is nearly out of Print.

Part III. is notv completed, price 30s.

CAPTAIN GRINDLAY'S VIEWS IN INDIA.

SCENERY, COSTUME AND ARCHITECTURE; CHIEFLY
ON THE WESTERN SIDE OF INDIA. By Captain Robert Melville
Grindlay of the East India Company's Army, M.R.A.S., &c. This Work
is now completed in Six Parts, each containing Six highly-finished Plates,
coloured as Drawings, with descriptive letter-press. Atlas 4to. Price
21. 2.9. each Part, either of which may be had separately : or the whole in
2 vols, with beautifully engraved titles, &c. Price 1AI. 14s. neatly bound.

" If there has been any foundation for the complaint, that the splendid scenery and the
gurgeous architecture of India have never yet been adequately pourtrayed by the pencil, it

will vanish m Inn this work shall be known, which certainly equals, il it does not transcend,
any antecedent prodnction of the graphic art. This work bids fair, not merely to establish
the fame of Captain Grindlay, but to do honour to the British arts."— Asiatic Journal.

14
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EASTERN AND EGYPTIAN SCENERY, RUINS, &c.

Accompanied with descriptive Notes, Maps, and Plans; illustrative of a
Journey from India to Europe, by way of the Red Sea, Upper and Lower
Egypt, and the Mediterranean, performed in 1829 and 1830. With an
Outline of the most expeditious Routes for an Overland Communication
with India, Historical and Statistical Remarks, &c.

By Captain C. F. Head, Queen's Royal Regiment.

Dedicated, by permission, to her Majesty.

Imperial folio, price 31. 13s. 6d. plain, and 41. 4s. India proofs.

The Plates are executed in the best style of Lithography by C. Hullmandel, nnd
each View is accompanied with descriptive letter-press, and the whole followed with
observations on the practicability ofestablishing « regular communication with the aid ofsteam
vessels, remarks ou the other modes of conveyance, as well as on the routes across the
Deserts of Cosseir and Suez.

A SERIES OF VIEWS IN THE BIRMAN EMPIRE,
Selected from the most picturesque Scenery met with in the advance of the

Army, under Major General Sir Archibald Campbell, K. C. B., from
Rangoon towards the Capital. Drawn by Captain J. Kershaw, 13th Light
Infantry, and Engraved by William Daniell, R. A., in that able Artist's

best &tyle.

Colombier folio, price 51. 5s. with a Descriptive Account of each Plate.

RECENT DISCOVERIES IN AUSTRALIA.
A NARRATIVE OF TWO

EXPEDITIONS INTO THE INTERIOR OF AUSTRALIA,

Undertaken by Captain Charles Sturt, of the 39th Regiment,

by order of the Colonial Government, to ascertain the nature of

the Country to the west and north-west of the Colony of New
South Wales.

Stcond Edition, in 2 vols. Bvo. price 28s., illustrated with a large Map

of Australia, bu Arrowsmith ; Charts, Fossils, Landscapes, and beauti-

fully coloured Plates of Birds, ofc

" We heartily recommend these volumes to public notice. They are full of interest ; well

and modestly written , carefully illustrated , and, on the whole, make us better acquainted

witl the interior of Australia and its native tribes than any other work we have hitherto met
with.*'—Jlfcenccum.

THE PRESENT STATE OF AUSTRALIA,
A Description of the Country, its Advantages and Prospects with reference

to Emigration; and a particular Acrount of the Manners, Customs, and
condition of its Aboriginal Inhabitants. By Robert Dawson, Esq. late

Chief Agent of the Australian Agricultural Company.

Demy Svo. Price 14.S. boards.

** The work before us is an important work on a very important question. The Author's

advice to emigrants ought to he read by every one contemplating a trip to a remote colony,

from whence they may not have the power easily to retreat. The most valuable portion o(

Mr. Dawson's volume is unquestionably the mass of practical information it affords to all

persons contemplating emigration."—New Monthly mag.
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THE FRIEN1) OF AUSTRALIA,
Containing Observations on the immense benefits of Emigration, of forming

new Settlements, and the importance of elucidating the Geography of

Australia—Treating at length of its mysterious Interior, with Plans for ex-

ploring and surveying the same with safety ; Plans and Methods of forming

Tanks and Reservoirs as practised in India ;
recommended and illustrated

with Wood-Cuts, &c. &c. By an Officer in the E. I. Company's Service.

Illustrated with a Map of Australia, and five coloured Plates.

Demy 8vo. Second Edition. Price 16*. boards.

" This work contains much valuable information respecting; the social, moral, and physical

condition of Australia. The Author's suggestions for Colonilation, etc. are for the most part

worthy the attention of the Legislature."— O6reroer.

Cf)E JJourital of

A VOYAGE FROM CALCUTTA,
Through the Straits of Sunda, to VAN DIEMEN'S LAND; comprising a

Description of that Colony during a Six Months' Residence.

From Original Letters, selected by Mrs. A. Pbinsep. Illustrated by a Map.
Foolscap 8vo. Price 3s. bound in cloth.

" The descriptions are vivid, and the writer evidently a gentleman of cultivated mind and

refined taste. The most important part of the work is the account of the fast rising colony

of Van Diemen's Land. It has almost made us feel inclined to go out and settle there. The
whole work affords very pleasant reading "— Metropolitan.

FOR THE LABOURING CLASSES.
Just published, price Sixpence,

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ADVANTAGES OF EMIGRATION TO
NEW SOUTH WALES, for the information of the Labouring Classes in the
United Kingdom ; comprising valuable Extracts from the Minutes of Evidence
taken before a Committee of the Council at Sydney ; also the Report of the

Chief Justice to his Excellency ; with other authentic and useful information
just received from that Colony.

VAN DIEMEN'S LAND.
Just arrived from Hobart Town, price 4s. boards.

A COMPLETE ACCOUNT OF VAN DIEMEN'S LAND, giving a general
History of the Colony, its Commerce, Agriculture, Inhabitants, State of
Society, Public Institutions, Schools, &c. &c, presenting the utmost pos-
sible Information regarding the Colony, with the most judicious and valuable
advice to Emigrants. Compiled from The Van Diemen's Land Almanack.

THE EMIGRANT AND TRAVELLER'S GUIDE,
TO AND THROUGH CANADA,

By way of the River St. Lawrence, as well as by way of the United
States : with some friendly advice on Embarkation : the detailed Cost of
Travelling on each route, and other useful information to Settlers.

By John Murray. Price Is. 6d.

" This will be found a useful unpretending little volume. Mr. Murray has himself seen the
country be descrihes, and speaks of expenses, routes, wagps, distances, Stc., from actual ex-
perience. To the emigrant to Canada the book is invaluable , for, from his embarkation to
the time of settling, it never leaves him. It shows the difference of money in England and
America . the best and most economical modes of travelling ; the productions of the coun-
try; and describes with clearness the remarkable places through which the traveller passes."

True Sun.
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Just completed, in demy 8vo. price 14s.

THE LIFE OF ADMIRAL LORD EXMOUTH,
Drawn up from Official, and other authentic Documents furnished by his

Family and Friends. By Edward Osler, Esq.

Illustrated by a Portrait and other Plates.

A book full of interesting anecdotes of a noble specimen of English character."— Time*.
1 The subject of this volume is one of unusual interest ; it is altogether one of the most in-

teresting pieces of Biography we have ever read."

—

Observer.

" This is the most interesting naval memoir since the ' Life of Nelson.' It is a book which
no blue-jacket ought to be without."

—

United Service Gazette,

THE LORDS AND THE COMMONS.
Just published, in post 8uo. price 10s. 6d. boards, the Third Edition of

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
From the commencement of the Session of 1830, to the close of the Session of

1835; including a description ofthe House ; its Forms, Rules, and Regulations;
and some of the extraordinary Scenes which occasionally occur during the
Debates ; with Physical and Mental Portraitures, and Sketches of the Orato-
rical powers and peculiarities of the leading Members of all Parties.

By One of no Party.

Just published, by the same Author, the Second Edition of

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS.
" We are sincerely of opinion that a more interesting or useful volume, more impartial

sketches, ot political portraitures in better taste, have never been given to the public."—Sun.
*' Nothing more satisfactory was ever put into written language."

—

Monthly Itevu-w.

OLYMPIA MORATA,
Her Times, Life, and Writings. Arranged from Contemporary and other

Authorities, by the Author of " Selwyn in Search of a Daughter," *' Morn-
ings with Mamma," " Probation," " Tales of the Moors," &c.

Third Edition foolscap 8vo. illustrated, price Ss. cloth, and lis. morocco extra.

*' This is a Christian's book, aud ought to beheld in corresponding revereuce. We can-

didly recommend it to all classes, but more especially to the younger portions of society."
Metropolitan.

" This iB an admirably written bonk."—Scotsman.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF
ALEXANDER HENDERSON.

Giving a History of the Second Reformation of the Church of Scotland, and
of the Covenanters during the Reign of Charles I.

By the Rev. John Aiton.

In one thick volume, 8vo. with Portrait, price 14s.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
MARTIN LUTHER.

By John Lawson, M.A.
Author of the " Life and Times of Archbishop Laud ;" " The History of the

Roman Catholic Church in Scotland/' &c. &c.

In one vol. \1mo. price Us. boards.
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

A DISSENTING MINISTER.
Fifth 'Edition, foolscap Qvo. price 4s. 6d. boards.

With Additions ; and with remarks, by the Rev. Author, upon the various

Reviews which appeared of the first two Editions.

" IT IS A SAFE PREDICTION THAT THE LEADERS OF DISSENT WILL EITHER
STIFLE OR ABUSE THIS BOOK. Most likely the bitter; for there is so much of it that
' comes Immc to the business and bosoms' of Dissenters themselves ; no many readers of other
classes will enjoy its quaint style, and ttie novelty and piquancy of its delineations ; that
THE SMOTHERING SYSTEM can scarcely succeed. It is, we think, sure to be read, al-

though the Author shows bis accustomed sagacity in the remark, that ' by many it will be
treated as fiction ; for they who do not know it to be true will think it ficlion, and they who
do know it to be true will call it fiction.' Substantial truth it certainly is,—nothing but the

truth.
" We can avouch that his individuala, wilh all their individuality, are the representatives

of very numerous classes. We * know thein as well as he that made thcin ;' and through
many a 6core of congregations will ' thou art the man 1 be the text for the day, when this book
shall come amongst them."—Monthly Jiepository.

Just published, in foolscap Svo. price 6s.

THE CHURCH AND DISSENT,
Considered in their pracrical Influence on Individuals, Society, the Nation,

and Religion*

By Edward Osler.

Author of " The Life of Lord Exmouth," &c. &c.

THE HISTORY OF THE ASSASSINS ;

Derived from Oriental Sources.

Translated from the Original German of the Chevalier Joseph Von Hammer.

By OSWALD C. WOOD, M.D.

Post Qvo. price 7s. 6d. boards.

" We have long desired to see a translation of this sterling and interesting historical work,
and now rejoice to have it so ably executed by Dr. Wood. We heartily recommend the vo-
lume to our readers, not only as a valuable companion to the real history of the Crusades, Sec.

but a curious associate to theOriental Tales with which our leisure hours have been so much
delighted," --- Literary Gazette.

THE ADVENTURES OF NAUFRAGUS,
Written by Himself; giving a faithful Account of his Voyages, Shipwreck,
and Travels, from his first outset as a Midshipman in the East India Com-
pany's Service, till he became a Commander in the Indian Seas ; in-
cluding a general description of India, of the Hindoo Superstitions, Idolatry,
and Sacrifices; of the Suttee, or Immolation of Hindoo Widows, &c. &c.
Second edition, Svo. Price 9s. boards.

11 From the extraordinary nature of the adventures described in the volume under this
name, and the extreme youth of the author, we formed an opinion that the work was a col-
Lection of facts and observations which hail uccurred to various persons, and were strung
together, for the sake oi uniformity, as having happened to a single individual. In this,
however, we learn that we have been mistaken ; for He have received a letter from Naufragus
himself, affording us not only most satisfactory evidence of his ideutjty, but such convincing
reasons to rely upon the authenticity of his narrative, that we can no lunger entertain a doubt
upon the subject, and we have only to say, that the certainty of its reality adds greatly to
the interest of his eventful story."— Liteiary Gazette.
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THE BABOO;
And other Tales descriptive of Society in India.

2 Volumes post 8vo. price 21s.

" The Baboo is not only an interesting Novel, but a clear and cle»cr Sketch of Society in
Calcutta. 1 lie writer has been trained in a good school ; there is an impress of truth through-
out, which shews that the author was drawing from nature, not from faucy."

—

Spectator.
"We conscientiously and heartily recommend this very superior work to the uotice of the

public. It i<i a delightful Indian Companion t<> the Don Quixote of Spain — The Uil Bla* of
France-- null the Hajji Iiaba of Persia ; and quite equal to them all."

This Work is second to none in graphic powers. The Baboo himself is a perfect Study.
It is founded on facts and true to nature, and altogether a work of no common order "

Metropolitan,

THE BAR-SINISTER;
OR, MEMOIRS OF AN ILLEGITIMATE.

A Naihiative Founded on Facts.

By the Honourable Mrs. Lambert.

2 vols, post Qvo. price 21s. boards.

" The scenes, intrigues, and occurrence* which ar* so characteristic of high life, are here
described with such manifest appearance of fidelity, that one can hardly doubt but the writer
paints from nctual observation." — Observer.

" This is a powerful story and full of interest, the scenes are drawn by no common artist."'

Argu$.

THE BENGALEE
;

Or, SKETCHES OF SOCIETY AND MANNERS IN THE EAST; in-
eluding Satires iu India, &c. &c. By an Officer in the Bengal Army.

Post 8vo. Price 10$. 6d. boards.

*' It is impossible to speak too highly of this elegant and unptetendin^ publication. The
object of the Author is to present a picture of 9ociery and manners in the East Indies;
and we do not remember to nave met with any book of which the plan is more ubly ex-
ecuted, or in which instruction and entertainment are more agreeably combined."---

Oriental Herald.

JERNINGHAM;
OR, THE INCONSISTENT MAN.

Three volumes, post &vo. price Sis. 6d. boards.

*' There is much talent iu these pages, and evidence of a graceful and cultivated mind."
Literary Gaztttt.

11 This work affords indications of high talents and accomplishments."—Court Journal.

" Jcriungham is written with a fine intellectual feeling, remarkable grace and good taste,
-.iii'l betrays on every page the evidence of an educated and thinking mind."

—

Atlas.

TALES OF A RAMBLER,
COMPRISING A SERIES OF HISTORICAL NARRATIVES;

with twelve Illustrations by H. C. Selous.

Post Svo. price \0$. 6d.

We commend ibis volume to every one who can appreciate brief stories related with d^p
feeling and exquisite taste. The Tales are related with a fine flow of fancy and a reverence
for legendary lore that will make them acceptable wherever the pure eujoyineat of sweet
portraits, chivalric deeds, Bcc. can be appreciated."— Atlas.
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TALES OF FASHION AND REALITY.
A Series of attractive Narratives, founded upon various singular incidents

of recent occurrence in high life.

By the two Daughters of the Right Honourable and Rev. Lord

Frederick Beauclerk.

Second Edition, post 8vo. price 10s. Gd. boards.

" We have read the ' Tales of Fashinn and Reality' with much interest, they are quite equal

to any of the fashionable Novels ol the season, and will atfurd light readers considerable

amusement. There is a great deal of truth and talent in the descriptions of fashionahle

character, and much shrewd observation and just satire in many of iis pages. The work
altogether is one of much promise, and we think that ibe voung and talented Authoresses

will soon be ranked among the most popular of the fashionable Novelists."
Bell's New Weekly Messenger.

" These Talcs and Sketches are so cleverly given, that the book must excite considerable

interest, particularly in the world of Fashiou."— Spectator.
** The fair writers do not spare the society In which they move ; for, considering these

sketches as portraitures, it must be acknowledged that the lineaments of fashion arc not drawn
with a very complimentary pencil. There is no want of that admirable moral which con-
sists in a lavish abuse of ambitious mothers, and a l complete shewing up' of intriguing

chaperons, 8tc."— Court Journal.

A DAY IN THE WOODS ;

BEING A CONNECTED SERIES OF TALES AND POEMS.

By Thomas Miller ; Basket-Maker.

Post 8vo. price lOs.Gd. boards, or elegantly bound in embossed satin, 21$.

" The prose as well as the poetry of this volume is well written. They contain much plea-
sant description of natural objects, with bursts of imagination of a higher order, such as we
have often remarked visiting the uneducated suns of genius, with peculiar vividness."

Athenaum.
u This book is full of the faults of an imagination running wild, but there is such a flush of

original enthusiasm through the whole, such an enger pleasure in the enjoyment of the beau-
tiful, that we can well afford to compound for these defects ; it exhibits in every page pi oofs

of deep leeling, and a reverence for nature."— Atlas.

CATHERINE DE MEDICIS;
OR, THE RIVAL FAITHS.

Post 8uo. price 10s. 6d. extra cloth.

" This is altogether an admirable little volume, whether regarded as a source of amuse-
in'ut or of instruction. It relates to a period, which for interest, stands pre-eminent in the
uhmK of European History "—Scots Time*.

" This is a beautifully written and most interesting volume."—Exeter Gazette*

MY OLD PORTFOLIO,
Or, TALES AND SKETCHES. By Henry Glassford Bell, Esq., Author

of " Summer and Winter Hours." Post 8vo. price 9s. boards.

" There are passages in the volume of intense and commanding passion,—there are pas-
sages full of the most delicate and -acute sense of the beauties ot nature,-—and there aie
passages of rich racy humour. The author is a man of genius in the strict acceptation of the
term."— Tait'j Magazine.
" A keen conception of the ridiculous, an overflowing of the buoyant ppirits of youth, a

deep feeling of natural beauty, and a creative and wild fancy, are the characteristics of a mind
which seems to us rather to have tried its wings than its powers, in this work."-

Literary Gazette.
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THE LAST OF THE PLANTAGENETS.
An Historical Narrative, illustrating some of the Public Events and the

Ecclesiastical and Domestic Manners of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Cen-
turies. Second Edition, Demy 8vo. 12s. boards.
11 One of the most faithful and delicate narratives that the whole lihraty «f English Ro-

mance vttu furnish. The plaintiveness, purity, and simplicity of the diction, and the
monastic quietness, the unaiFected tenderness, and repose of the incidents, must render
this Volume a permauent favourite with all readers of taste and feeling. "--.dtfai.
" A very charming volume, full of graceful and feminine feeling, aud an enthusiastic sense

of religious faith. "••-Literary Gazette.

THE COUNTRY LADY'S AND GENTLEMAN'S LIBRARY

Just published, in 3 vols, post Quo. price 31s. 6d. boards,

ENGLISH SCENES AND ENGLISH CIVILIZATION;
OR,

Sfedcljcs antr Cratts of tfje Nineteenth Centura?.

Comprising striking portraits of Society in every Neighbourhood.

"This is a clever and entertaining work, and deserves all its popularity. The fidelity of
the sketches which refer to the opinions and manners of certain classes of society cannot fail

to be observed by those in the habit of mixing with the world."— Observer.

" This is a delightful gallery of characters for the illustration of society, written by a sen-
sible well-informed person, who is well acquainted with the world, aud has a clear view of
u s besetting faults." -— .Examiner.

In post 8vo. price 8s. boards, the Second Edition of

PROBATION:
AND OTHER TALES.

By the Author of " Olympia Morata,*' " Selvvyn in Search of a

Daughter," &c.
11 This volume is one of the most delightful which for a long time has fallen into our

hands; and we should be doing injustice to our feelings did we not strongly recommend
it to tha public." --- Scotsman.

In post Svo. price Gs. boards.

OLD MAIDS.
THEIR VARIETIES— CHARACTERS AND CONDITIONS.

" This volume displays both talent and acquirement—there is not one old maid in fifty who
will not be pleased with its perusal."—Literary Gazette.

11 If this delightful volume does not succeed in making Old Maids pleased with themselves,
their case is absolutely hopeless. In it there are passives in which the authvr lays open the
deepest recedes of the It mala heart, aud which breathe the impassioned spirit of some of
our richest poetry. "-'-Monthly Magazine.

By the same Author,

In Three Volumes, post Qvo. price 27s. boards.

PLEBEIANS AND PATRICIANS.
" A clever work, contrasting the aristocracy of wealth with the aristocracy of birth. The

grotesque exhibitions of ignorance, vulgarity, and absurdity among the early cotton manufac-
turers are exceedingly entertaining. It is a most correct picture o( manners."

—

Spectator.
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NEW ROMANCE. By the Author of " THE VAMPIRE," &c.

In 3 Vols, post Svo. price £1 lit. 6d. boards.

THE MANUSCRIPTS OF ERDELY

;

" A powerful and extraordinary work of fiction."

—

Trite Sun.

" A Komauce of the most moving kind."

—

Atlas.

'* We have nothing more beautiful in modern Romauce."

—

Bell's New Messenger.

"Great power and beauty."

—

Observer.

"An original turn uf genius. The style terse, logical, and eloquent,"

—

Morning Advertiser.

THE EMPRESS.
By G. I. Bennett, Esq., Author of " The Albanians/' &c.

In 2 vols, post Svo. price 21s.

" The author of this work displays considerable talent, and an intimate acquaintance with
ancient history. Many passages are powerfully written, and the whole is superior to the
average class of modern novels. —Observer.

EDITH OF GLAMMIS.
By CUTHBERT ClUTTEIIIH'CK, OF KENNAQUHAin, F.S.A., &c.

In 3 vols, post Svo. price £1. lis. Qd. boards.

'* This is a work of no common stamp and will be read with interest and pleasure. The
Trial of the lovely and virtuous, hut unhappy Lady of Giaoimis, is related with a power and
effect worthy ot Scott himself."— Spectator.

THE MASCARENHAS.
A Legend of the Portuguese in India.

By the Author of " Prediction."

In 3 vols, post Svo. price 3ls. 6d. boards.

11 Combined with a story, every incident of which tnems with vigour and novelty, there is

IB this work an ;icuteness and delicacy of feeling rarely displayed, ihe characiers are exqui-
sitely depicted, and it requites but little of the spirit of prophecy to foretell that the author
of these volumes is destined, ere long, to occupy a very prominent station in literature."

New Monthly Mag.

Iii 3 vols, post Svo. price 3.1*. Gd. boards, the Second Edition of

MRS. STRUTT'S DOMESTIC NOVEL
CHANCES AND CHANGES.

' Since the days of ' The Vicar of Wakefield ' we have encountered nothing half so pood.?'
New Monthly Mag.

THE GOVERNESS;
OR POLITICS IN PRIVATE LIFE.

By the Daughter of the Author of the " Balance of Comfort."
In post Svo. price 8s. Gd. boards.

* This work is calculated to reform a distressing evil, and we recommend it stronelv to
every parent who has occasion to employ a Governess, or who meditates sending a child to
earn its support in that unfortuuate situation."

—

Naval and Military Gazette.
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LONDON NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS;
A new Edition, with additions, of TALES AND CONFESSIONS.

By Leitch Ritchie.

This work, ia supposed by eminent critics to be his chef d'auvre. The ori-

ginal edition, it will be recollected, (although net containing, like the
present, any of the later efforts of his penj, was pronounced by the London
Reviewers to be " the most extraordinary work of nation that has for many
years issued from the press."

Post 8uo. illustrated by Parris, price 10s. 6d. elegantly bound in

morocco extra.

'* Mr. Ritchie is by far our best writer of romantic and imaginary Tales," was the dictum
of the Literary Gazette on another occasion ; and the iil.s pronounced him to be " the
BCOTT of the short, pictu rescue, bold, and dramatic story.
" The power of fascinating the reader, of chaining him down, as it were, while his fancy is

tormented by terrible imaginings, is the principal characteristic of Mr. Ritchie's tiction."
London Weekly Review.

" This Scott of Tale-writers."—Rational Standard.

Iii foolscap Quo. price 7s. cloth extra.

FACTS AND FICTIONS;

OR GLEANINGS OF A TOURIST.

Ey the Author of " Rostang," &c.

* This volume consists of four deeply interesting and well written Tales."— Observer.

'These 'Tacts and Fictions' rivet the attention, and arouse the sympathy o( the

\ietm"-"Morning Advertiser.

THE PILGRIMS OF WALSINGHAM.

By Miss A. Strickland.

In three Volumes, post Svo. price 3U. 6d. boards.

11 We consider the Pilgrims of Walsingham to be an honour to the female intellect of the

day. A work which must win its way to applause by its own intriiieic merits. It has beaut)

,

purity, humour, truth, and B diversity of scenery and description that cannot fail to please all

readers."—Monthly Mac .

'* We have experienced real and unmixed pleasure in the perusal ol these volumes."
Metropolitan.

11 The Pilgrims of Walsingham is an entertaining work, the stories are very amusing, and

told very gracefully and with humour."— Literary Gazette.

GLANCES AT LIFE:
IN CITY AND SUBURB.

By Cornelius Webbe.

Author of M The Posthumous papers of a Person lately about Town," &c. &c.

In one volume, post Svo. price \Qs. Qd.
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Just received from Van Piemen's Land.

QUINTUS SERVINTON,
A TALE FOUNDED UPON INCIDENTS OF REAL OCCURRENCB.

In 3 volumes, 12mo. price 18s. boards.

u This la quite a literary curiosity, a novel — a work of amusement— issuing from this

interesting colony. It is a tale of domestic interest, of which the scenes are principally laid

in the country where it was printed."— Literary Gazette.

"This is a favourable specimen of Van Diemen's Laud literature, and an equally favourable
specimeu ot Hobart Town typography. The author conveys much useful information re-

specting the colony and its numerous and still increasing emigrants."

—

Bath Review.

Infoolscap %vo. price 2s.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL,
A DIALOGUE IN VERSE.

By the Rev. James White, Vicar of Loxley.

Also by the same Author, Second Edition, price 2s. 6d.

THE VILLAGE POOR-HOUSE.
"As a poet, our worthy curate deserves high praise; his versification is harmonious, his

language impressive, and nis ideas original and just. He paints in glowing colours the mi-
series endured by the poor, the undue severities and heartless oppression inflicted upon them,
and the fearless results — beggary and crime. It is pleasing to find a man of true genius
alive to the miseries of a neglected class: in truth, this unpretending little volume deserves
a place with 'GOLDSMITH'S DESERTED VILLAGE.' It is calculated to be of more real
service than that celebrated production, since the scenes it describes are not imaginary—they are
true pictures uf the actual state of society iu too many parts of this island."

—

London Dispatch.

A TABLEAU OF FRENCH LITERATURE,
During the Eighteenth Century. By M. de Barante, Peer of France. Trans-
lated from the Fourth Edition, and Augmented by a Table of Contents,
with a Nomenclature of the Authors, Chronologically Arranged.

Foolscap 8i!o. price 5s. and 8s. morocco extra,

"A Work of this kind is at present a great desideratum in our own Literature. It is an
Eitnme of that of France in its most brilliant period, and was originally written as a prize

say, the subject having been proposed by the French Kuyal Institute, and was the chosen,
after years of trial, out of hundreds rejected. This Work is excellently adapted to those
readers who wish to obtain a general view of French Literature."— Tail's Edinburgh Mag.

In \&mo. with numerous beautiful embellishments, price Two Shillings,

"RHYMES FOR MY CHILDREN."
BY A MOTHER.

*' Our most important are our earliest years.'*

11 A charming little book ; particularly good as regards its plates, and not less meritorious
in its literary contents. Amusement and instruction arc well blended in these simple rhymes
They form a very appropriate addition to our stores of nursery literature."

—

Monthly Mng.
" We like ' Rhymesfor my Children, By a Mother' so well, that they shall be given to our

children—by a Father."—Metropolitan.
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Aou> completed, 171 Thirty- six Numbers, price Sixpence each,

THE PARENTS CABINET
OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION.

The object of the Conductors of this work is to provide a supply of instruc-
tive reading for young people, in so attractive a foVra as to be at the same
time a source of amusement, and at so moderate a charge as to come
within the reach of all classes of the community.

The various Tales and instructive subjects are illustrated with Plates.

Every Six consecutive Numbers form a volume, complete in itself, and may
be purchased separately, price is. tid. neatly half-bound,

*** The Series is now completed in Six Volumes.

" We most earnestly recommend the Parent's Cabinet to the notice of all who may have
the arduous, though interesting task of cultivating the youthful mini.'*—-Weekly Times.
" Every parent at all interested in his children, must have felt the difficulty of providing

suitable reading for them, in their hours of amusement. It is, therefore, gratifying to notice
books that will nwaken a desire for rational inquiry, without too much exciting a love of
novelty ; that will confirm and strengthen the moral principle, by affording natural examples
of the faults and virtues of childhood, and that will offer instruction without pedantry, amuse-
ment without frivolity, and simplicity without puerility.
" The little publication now before us, presents these advantages in a considerable degree,

containing just that description of reading, which will be beneficial to young children, and
with which, at the same time, they are most likely to be amused."

Quarterly Journal of Education.

A NEW AND ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

Just completed, ill demy 12mo. price 4s. 6rf. neatly bound.

The Fifth Edition, beautifully Illustrated by upwards of eighty appropriate
Engravings.

OLD FRIENDS IN A. NEW DRESS;
OR, SELECT FABLES IN VERSE.

" This is a Book for Youth of the very highest pretension*. We can speak of it with con-
fidence as a Work acute, ingenious, and in its moral sentiments unexceptiunably pure and
delicate."

—

Evangelical Mag.
" An important addition to the many valuable testimonies of the merits of this Work, is, its

being received into the Catalogue of Books patronized by The Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge. It has also been admitted as a Juteuile Class-Book into several Schools of the
lir-r respectability, and forms an excellent Prize Book."

SHALL AND WILL
Made easy to Foreigners; with some Instances of their Misuse on the

pari of the Natives of England. 18rao. Price Is. 6./. sewed.

•' It is laughable, and at the same time lamentable to observe the many egregious blunders
which are daily committed in the use, or rather the abuse of these two simple words ! It is

at the same time sad to think how few, even in the most polite and well educated societies,

seem to know how to apply them correctly ! ! Let those who inwardly boast of their superior
education, ask themselves if they realty understand the proper application of SHALL and
WILL? They will at once blush for their ignorance and immediately profit by the useful
little work now offered to their notice." --- Court Journal.

A SEQUEL TO THE DIVERSIONS OF PURLEY;
Containing an Essay on English Verbs, with Remarks on Mr. Tooke's

Woik, and on the Terms employed to denote Soul or Spirit.

By John Barclay. In One Volume 8vo. Price 7s. boards.
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hi foolscap Qvo. price sixpence, stitched, the Second Edition of

AN ADDRESS TO THE SUBSCRIBERS
TO THE

WINDSOR AND ETON PUBLIC LIBRARY AND READING ROOM.

Delivered at the First General Meeting of the Subscribers, held at the

Christopher Inn, Eton, on Tuesday, 29th January, 1833.

BY SIR J. F. W. HERSCHEL, K.G.H.

President of the Institution.

A SYSTEM OF ARITHMETIC,
With the Principles of Logarithms.

COMPILED FOR MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL.
By Richard Frederick Clarke, Teacher.

Second Edition, demy lllmo. price 3j* bound,
"The great object attained in this excellent Work, is a most judicious abridgment of the

labour of teaching and learning every branch of Arithmetic, by rendering the Rules and
Explanations so very simple and intelligible, that the study becomes a. pleasure, instead ol
a task, to the youthful Pupil."

Just Published by the Same Author,

A SERIES OF WRITING COPIES,
Comprising the Fundamentals, Figures, Capital Letters, Large Text, Small

Text, Round Hand, and Small Hand ALPHABETICAL COPIES.
Written for the use of Merchant Taylor's School.

Medium 4to. price 5s. stitched.

"This is, withont exception the most complete and the most beautiful series of copies
that has ever appeared, and must ultimately find its way into every respectable Seminary in
the Kingdom." — Scotsman.

THE ENGLISH MASTER;
Or, STUDENT'S GUIDE to REASONING and COMPOSITION, exhibiting
an Analytical View of the English Language, of the Human Mind, and of
the Principles of fine Writing. By William Banks, private teacher of
Composition, Intellectual Philosophy, &c. 2dEdition, post 8vo. 10s. 6d. bds.

"We have examined with care and pleasure this valuable Treatise ot Mr. Banks, and,
strenuously recommend the volume as the one of all others most fit to put into the bands of
every English student,"

—

Weekly Review.

AN IMPROVED SYSTEM OF SHORT-HAND,
Rendered attainable in Six Lessons ; with an Appendix, shewing, by a sim-

ple method, how the same is applicable as an Universal System of Steno-
graphy. Illustrated by numerous Examples, on Nine large and elegantly
engraved Copper-plates.

By Thomas Oxley, Teacher. Demy 4to. Price 6s. boards.
" The Title very truly states the contents of this valuable publication, and in a commercial

country like Great Britain, where every attempt to simplify so important an art as that of
Penmanship, must deserve encouragement; it appears to possess every merit that ought to
attach to it, and as u-ae fact will speak more in its behalf than our most laboured eulogy, we
shall merely state that a Professional Gentleman of eminence, whose avocations render it

issary for him to study the most concise anil valuable of the many systems — has, after
nc tried eleven others, given preference to, and now practices the system ol Mr. Oxley, "-

l-.m-iij.il an Magazine.
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Now Publishing, in Monthly Numbers, folio, price Is. and in Quarterly

Parts, vrice 3s. beautifully coloured,

The EDINBURGH JOURNALofNATURAL HISTORY;
With the ANIMAL KINGDOM, by Baron Cuvieu.

Containing splendid Engravings by the best Artists, interspersed with Wood
Cuts, and Letter-press Description.

Conducted by Captain Thomas Brown, F.L.S., M.W.S., M.K.S.

Assisted by eminent Scientific and Literary men.
11 We assure out readers that we do not employ the leant exaggeration when we say, that

this appears to us the very cheapest, and the most splendid work pablished in Numbers, that
even this age can boast or. We prognosticate that when this undertaking shall be completed,
it will form the best book upon Natural History in the English Language."

—

Metrop. Mag.
*' This promises vtell, the descriptions are written in a clear and unaffected, yet sufficiently

learned style, it may bo received by the scientific, and instruct and gratify the general reader.
We recoin i

.9 '-
1

1 ri its introduction into schools and families where knowledge is sought, but
where employment is also essential."

—

New Monthly Mag.
" This is the very first work of the kind, both in its composition and leading features, as

well as in the universality of its details, which has yet appeared before the public. Admirable
as the plates are, however, the letterpress continues to interest us still more. The translation
of Cuvier, with the illustrative notes, appears to us a masterly work. It is ot itself worth
more than the price of each number."

—

Edinburgh Evening Post.

Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's Edition of

GILPIN'S FOREST SCENERY,
With important and extensive additions, and illustrated by thirty-two

beautifully finished Etchings of Forest Trees and Animals, by Kidd.

2 vols, post Svo. price 18s. cloth.

** To country Geutlemen of taste — to all improvers of cultivated minds ---Gilpin Is indis-
pensable. To every one his book is delightful leading. For country reading, wInch always
partakes rather of the otium, it is amuugBt the most charming volumes."- -Spectator.

" The merits of this work are very great. In many respects it deserves to be placed on the
same shelf with White's Selborne, and is certainly calculated to be even more popular than
that delightful Work. Altogether, a more elegant or useful book has not been published for

many yean."—Edinburgh Evening Pust.

AN INTERESTING CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

Just completed, in 4 vols,foolscap 8uo. price 20s. neatly bound in cloth.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS;
CONSISTING OP ONE THOUSAND AND ONE STORIES.

A New Edition, illustrated by twenty-four beautifully finished plates, from
Original Designs, by T. Kelly ; forming the cheapest and most elegant

edition of this very popular work that has yet appeared.

Just published, in 1 vol.foolscap Svo. price 3s. 6d.

CHARGES AGAINST CUSTOM AND
PUBLIC OPINION,

FOR THE FOLLOWING HIGH CRIMES AND MISDEMEANOURS.
For having stolen away the Senses of Mankind, and on sundry occasions

driven the World Mad : for their outrageous appetite in having eaten up
the Understanding and the Conscience : and for having feloniously put
Stones into the Heart.

By the Rev. H. Jeffreys, A.M. Senior Chaplain, Bombay.
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In one large super-royal 8vo. vol. price 1/. lis* 6d.

THE BRITISH MERCHANT'S ASSISTANT;

Containing Tables of Simple Interest, at 3, 3J, 4, 4J, and 5 per cent-

Tables shewing the Interest on Exchequei Bills, at l£d. lfd. 2d.

•l\d. 2^d. 2f-d. 3d. 3£d. and 3£d. per cent, per diem, &c. &c. By
G. Green. Each part of this work is constructed on a more extended

scale than any similar Tables hitherto published, and is distinguished

by a novel and perspicuous arrangement.

For the convenience of the public, this work has recently been divided

into three parts, which may now be purchased separately, as follows:

Tables of Simple Interest, with additional Time Tables. Price 20s.

Tables of Interest on Exchequer Bills. Price 5s.

Tables for Calculating the Value of English and Foreign Stock, &c,

Price 8s.

" This excellent work contains the best series of commercial tables we have ever seen.
The design is comprehensive, the arrangement is novel, and the execution is able, while the
price is the same as several existing mercantile works, which do not contain one-half the
quantity of matter cnmpiised in the British Merchant's .Isststant.
" It is one of the most laborious and useful works which has ever been offered to the

notice of the commercial public, and we doubt not they will fully appreciate its merits, and
reward the indefatigable author for the time and talent bestowen upon a work which must
command an extensive circulation, and which ought to be upon the deifc of every mercantile
houie in the fringdoiw."---Xtmer.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF

JOINT STOCK BANKING.
Shewing the Advantages which will arise to the Agricultural, Commercial,
and Manufacturing Interests of England from the institution of Joint Stock
Banks of Issue, Discount, and Deposit,

By Peter Watt.

Accountant in Edinburgh, formerly Manager to the " Nottingham and Notting-
hamshire Joint Stock Banking Company."

In one Volume 8vo, price 3s. boards.

SPACKMAN'S BROKER'S AND OILMAN'S GUIDE.
TABLES of the COMPARATIVE PRICES of FISH, OLIVE, and SEED

OILS, shewing at one view, and without the trouble of calculation, the
difference between the NEW and OLD MEASURES, as regulated by Act
of Parliament, and adopted by the Oil Trade, &c. from the 1st January, 1826.

By W. F. Spaceman, Sworn Broker.

Small 24mo. for the pocket, price 5s. bound.
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In demy \2mo. price 7 s. 6d. extra cloth.

THE SHAKESPEARIAN DICTIONARY.
Forming a General Index to all the Popular Expressions, Quotations, and
most striking Passages in the Works of Shakespeare, from a few Words to

Fifty or more lines. To each extract is affixed an appropriate Synonym,
.with a Reference to the Context. The whole designed to introduce the
Beauties of Shakespeare into the familiar intercourse of Society.

An Edition of this valuable Work is published in demy Svo. to correspond
with the larger Library Editions of Shakespeare, price 12s. boards.

By Thomas Dolby, Gent.

" This volume will be found an indispensable adjunct to the works of Shakespeare. It is

copious, well arranged, and, as a work of reference, very complete. We can honestly recom-
mend it to our readers, who will find it a storehouse of good things ready at cali."-- Metropolitan.

THE FAUST OF GOETHE;
ATTEMPTED IN ENGLISH RHYME.

By the Honourable Rouert Talbot.

Demy &vo. price 8s. boards*

11 Of all the translations that have yet appeared of this singular Poem, this is tlm best."
Metropolitan.

" This is not only the m«st literal translation of Faust which has yet been published, but
one in which the translator has entered completely into the spirit and meaning of bis author
— in fact, has coveied himself with Goethe's mantle." — Gentleman's Mae.

LITERARY FABLES.

FROM THE SPANISH OF YRIARTE.

By Richard Andrews.

Demy 8uo. price 5*. 6d. cloth.

"These entertaining productions are devoted entirely to the illustration of Litem ry sub-

jects— Authorship, Compilation, Plagiarism, Sic. 8tc. The general design is amusing, just,

and sensible, and the Fables are translated in easy and correct verse." — Literary Gazette.

" These Fablt-s aie light and amusing readiug ; and may be said to form an addition to our
Literature." — Spectator.

" This is a spirited translation of one of the most celebrated Poets of Spain."
Sunday Herald.

Just published, in demy $vo. price 5s. Part I. of

THE NORTHERN FLORA;

Or a Description of THE WILD PLANTS belonging to the NORTH AND
EAST OF SCOTLAND ; with an Account of their places of Growth and

Properties.

By Alexander Murray, M.A.

This Work will be completed in three Parts.
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Just completed, in Ten Monthly Numbers, price 2s. 6rf. each.

STANFIELD'S COAST SCENERY.
Comprising a Series of the most picturesque Views in the British

Channel, from Original Drawings taken expressly for this Publication,

By Claukson Stanfield, Esq. R.A.

The work is published in super-royal, 8vo., each Part containing

Four beautifully finished Line Engravings, by the most eminent Artists,

accompanied by highly interesting typographical descriptions, forming,

altogether one of the most splendid works of the kind which has ever

appeared.

A very limited numher of proofs have heen taken from these splendid

Engravings, on Colombier— Imperial and Royal 4to.

*
#
* Copies of " this truly British and National Work," mav now

be had done up in appropriate and elegant morocco binding, price 3-s 6d.

forming an attractive and unique ornament for the Library or Drawing
Room Table.
" It seems almost a sin against patriotism, as well as trood taste, nut to possess oneself of a

work so peculiarly National, and so exceedingly beautiful-"— Metropolitan.

Now publishing in Monthlu Parts. Pi ice 2s. 6d. each.

Comprising, for the first time, historical and descriptive lt-tter-press, a new
and extended Series of

THE BYRON GALLERY.
A series of Historical Embellishments to illustrate the Poetical Works of
Lord Byron; beautifully engraved from Drawings and Paintings by the
most celebrated Artists, and adapted by their size and excellence, to bind
up with, and embellish every edition published in England of Lord
Byron's Works, and also the various sizes and editions published in
France, Germany, and America ; ample directions being given for placing
them in the respective editions.

A limited number of Proofs have been taken on Royal 4to.

Price, on plain paper 4s., India 5s. , India before the Letters, 7s.

Sets of the Plates, without the letter-press, may be procured for binding up
with the various Editions of Lord Byron's Works.

COPIES MAY ALSO BE HAD ELLGANTLY BOUND IN MOROCCO, FORMING
A SPLENDID ORNAMENT FOR THE DRAWING-ROOM TABLE.

" Adequately to describe the delicate beauty of these splendid Plates, docs not appear to lie
within the power of language. There is not an admirer of the works of the departed Noble
Poet, who can feel satisfied that he has a perfect edition of rh.-.m, unless the 'Byron
Gallery,' be attached to it. 1 here is no instance in which excellence in poetry and the arts
are so admirably combined.' —Imperial Mag.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY

Of ALEXANDER WILSON and CHARLES LUCIAN BONAPARTE.
With the addition of numerous recently discovered species, and including
representations of the principal Insects, Forest Trees and Fruits of America.

By Captain Thomas Brown, F.L.S., M.W.S., &c. &c.
President of the Royal Physical Society.

Now completed in 25 Folio Numbers, price 2U. each, coloured, or 18*. plain
or in one Volume, price 26/. coloured.
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VIEWS IN SCOTLAND.

A Series of splendid Views of the Principal Cities and Towns in

Scotland, from accurate, characteristic, and picturesque Drawings,
sketched and painted on the spot by Artists of acknowledged talent, who
were engaged to visit Scotland expressly for this purpose, and whose
superior taste and skill in Topographical Delineation, are already well

known, and justly appreciated.

The Drawings for this National Work have been taken from the most

commanding and eligible points in the vicinity of the respective Towns
;

and the Publishers have the satisfaction to state, that they have been sub-

mitted to the inspection of resident gentlemen of taste, and received their

unqualified approbation.

Each Plate is Engraved in the Finest Style of Aqualinta, in an uniform

Size of 22 by 15 inches: and may be purchased separately Price 10i. 6<i.

exquisitely coloured after the Original Drawing.

THE WHOLE DEDICATED UY PERMISSION TO HIS MAJESTY

The following are comprised iu this interesting Series of Views.

Perth
Peterhead
Port Glasgow and 7

Newark S
Renfrew
Rothesay
St. Andrewi
Stirling
Tain

" This spirited undertaking reflect* great credit on the Artists employed ; the various views

ure the moat comprehensive that have ever appeared, and are delineated with great boldness

and fidelity.''

—

Dispatch.

" They ore very nicely engraved and coloured, and when framed, will he an ornament thai

any man of taste need not object to have hung up in his house."— Spectator.

" These comprehensive and splendid views demand our most unqualified approval, not less

for their accuracy, than for the beauty of execution."-—Liteiary Journal.

Aberdeen two Cituj

Ayr
Banff
Cromarty
Cupar, in Fife
Dingwall

Edinburgh (u>o Viewt
Elgin
Falkirk
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A VIEW OF EDINBURGH,
from Arthur's seat.

(The most comprehensive that has ever been published.)

Engraved by It. G. Iteeve, from a Drawing taken on the Spot, by W. Purser,

Price 10tf. 6d. beautifully coloured in imitation of tbe Original Drawing.

" This nohle view of Edinburgh is the thirly-seventh plate of the publishers' series of the

principal towns in Scotland, and, being the capital, we may truly state that it justly maintains

its claim to be placed at the head ol them all, being executed in a grand style of art. We may
compliment it as being indeed the Modern Athens, for it contains the most recent features of

the Scottish metropolis. Mr. Purser has evinced a talent not inferior to Daniel, in bis judicious

treatment of the wnolfi."—Literary Gazette.
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Price 12s. in full gilt binding, elegantly embossed.

The present volume of this long established and favourite Annual, contains

some of the most exquisite Embellishments that have ever appeared executed

from celebrated Paintings by eminent Artists j while the carefully selected

Literature sustains that high character of superior excellence for which this

Annual has ever been distinguished.

A limited number of Proof Impressions of the Plates has been taken of}

on large paper,for which early application will be necessary. These
elegant Engravings are particularly calculated for the Cabinet of the

Collector, and as Illustrations to the superior class of Albums and Scrap
Books.

India Proofs, before the writing 3U. 6d., ditto with letters 21*., Plain Proofs 12*.

A very few sets may be had of the Proofs illustrating the volumes from 1828
to 1838, forming a very splendid series of upwards of One Hundred beau-
tiful and varied subjects, and comprising, in itself, select specimens of the
Works of our most talented Artists.

*»* Complete sets of these Plates, beautifully printed, the size of the volume,
may be procured of all Book and Printsellers. Price 25s.

Sets are also printed upon Demy Svo. Paper, giving a larger margin to the'

Plates, price 31s. 6d- per set, in a Portlolio.

This unique collection is sufficient of itself to form the groundwork of a
splendid Album.

Application having been repeatedly made, without success, for complete sets of FRIEND-
SHIP'S OFFERING, from it* commencement in 1S24, the Publishers have the satisfaction to
stale, that, after great trouble, they have succeeded iu completing a few sets, which may
now be bad in 14 vols., price SI. 8i. uniformly done up in the improved binding.

Also, price 12s. elegantly bound in morocco, uniquely embossed and gilt,

THE COMIC OFFERING;
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FOtt 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, and 1835.

EUITVD BY MISS i. H. SHERIDAN,
Each volume Embellished with upwards of Sixty most Humorous and Neatly Engraved De-

si'.rir., by various Comic Artists, with a variety of Contributions, by the principal Female
and other eminent Writers of the day.

-,* Complete sets of the COMIC OFFERING in Five Volumes, uniformly bound, price
Two Guineas. .

*' There is so much delightful variety, and such a never failing source of entertainment
in these beautiful volumes, that they must be a) nays new and always amusing.'

—

Court Mag.
'* Those who are calculating on the btst moans of furnishing their friends with a plentiful

banquet of amusement, must not be without the Comic Ottering. Jt is just such a collection
as would keep half a score of faces, cut out for laughing, iu continual exercise of their pro-
pensity, so irresistibly droll are the pictorial designs, and so admirably illustrative the literary
descriptions."
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